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By Phone: You can reach us directly Mon-Fri from 9:00am - 5:00pm (EST)
Sales Agents: See American or Canadian price list for Sales Agent contact
information or, contact an American or Canadian Account Manager for an
agent near you.

THE

By Email: If you would rather order by email, please send your order to the
email addresses listed. We will confirm shipment with you by email.

USA CONTACT

Payment: GolfWorks accepts VISA, MasterCard & American
Express, as well as checks for payment. Credit card orders ship upon
authorization. If you wish to apply for Net 30 day payment option, please
contact us directly for a Credit Application Form.

Mark Masters: Account Manager
Phone: 1-800-877-4775
Email:mmasters@golfworks.com

Shortages or Damaged Goods: If an item reaches you in damaged
condition, save the shipping carton and contact customer service
Return Policy
We guarantee your satisfaction! However, we cannot accept returns on
special orders or personalized items unless the products are defective.

Kevin French: Account Manager
Phone: 1-800-877-4775
Email: kfrench@golfworks.com

CANADA CONTACT

USA RETURNS
The GolfWorks requires a Return Authorization. To get an authorization call
1-800-877-4775 Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. (EST) or email
golfworks@golfworks.com with your name, telephone number, and the
order number on your receipt. We will instruct you as to the most efficient
way to send us your return.

CANADA

Jon Lovagi: Canadian Account Manager
Phone: 1-800-387-5331 EXT. 223
Email: jlovagi@golfworkscanada.com
See price list or contact Jon Lovagi for a
Canadian Sales Agent near you.

You can also find us here.....
USA: www.golfworks.com
CANADA: www.golfworks.ca

CANADA RETURNS
To process your return in Canada, GolfWorks Canada requires a Return
Authorization. To get an authorization, call (800) 387-5331 Mon.-Fri.,
9 a.m.- 5 p.m. (EST) or email support@golfworkscanada.com with your
name, telephone number, and the order number on your receipt. We will
instruct you as to the most efficient way to send us your return.
For credit card purchases where a refund is to be issued, credit will be
issued to the card number that was used for the original order.
Returns must have prepaid shipping.
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MAXFLI UFLI GOLF BALLS

Introducing the new Maxfli® UFli Soft four layer golf ball. The low compression of
UFli Soft offers exceptional feel. It’s 4-piece construction allows for optimized
control and distance. This high end ball has a Tour Performance Urethane Cover
and is perfect for any level of golfer.
4-Piece Dual Core Construction
Tour Performance Urethane Cover
Ultra Soft Feel
Ultra Low Inner Core Compression
High Energy Outer Core
Spin Controlling Mantle Layer
12-Pack
Product Code:MXB0015

Four Layer
PERFORMANCE
Ball From
MAXFLI

Stick shots closer to the pin with the new Maxfli UFli Speed Golf Balls. A 4-piece Dual Core
construction equips Maxfli® UFli Golf Balls with decreased driver spin for explosive distance.
The Tour Performance Urethane Cover, Longer Distance Low Compression Inner Core, Metal
Infused Speed Core, Spin Controlling Mantle Layer makes this UFli comparable to other high
performance balls.

4-Piece Dual Core Construction
Tour Performance Urethane Cover
Longer Distance Low Compression Inner Core
Metal Infused, Speed Core
Spin Controlling Mantle Layer
12-Pack
Product Code:MXB0016

Softer
High
Higher
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MAXFLI U6 GOLF BALLS

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

Designed to generate increased ball speeds and distance for golfers
with faster swing speeds

Designed to generate increased ball speeds and distance for
golfers with average swing speeds

Designed to generate increased ball speeds and distance for golfers with
slower swing speeds

New mid compression and high energy core provides faster ball
speeds and low spin for performance

New low compression and high energy core provides faster ball
speeds and lower spin for performance

New ultra-low compression and high energy core provides fast ball speeds
and low spin for performance

4 mantle layers move weight from the core to achieve higher MOI
for lower spin and straighter flight

4 mantle layers move weight from the core to achieve higher MOI
for lower spin and straighter flight

New cast urethane cover construction adds durability and is
preferred by Tour professionals

New cast urethane cover construction adds durability and is
preferred by Tour professionals

336 dimple pattern provides player-preferred penetrating ball flight
trajectory

336 dimple pattern provides player-preferred penetrating ball flight
trajectory

6-piece construction allows for unprecedented control and
performance

6-piece construction allows for unprecedented control and
performance

6-piece construction allows for unprecedented control and performance

Conforms to USGA Rules

Conforms to USGA Rules

12-Pack

12-Pack

12-Pack

Product Code:MX15U6X

Product Code:MX15U6

4 mantle layers move weight from the core to achieve higher MOI for lower
spin and straighter flight
New cast urethane cover construction adds durability and is preferred by
Tour professionals
336 dimple pattern provides player-preferred penetrating ball flight trajectory
Conforms to USGA Rules

Product Code:MX15U6LC
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MAXFLI GOLF BALLS

FEATURES:
FEATURES:
Maxfli®'s softest golf ball designed to optimize
feel and performance

FEATURES:
Innovative cover and core construction promotes
increased spin control and performance
High Coefficient of Restitution core maximizes initial
ball speed to launch it fast, high, and long
85 compression rating provides a softer feel and more
feedback than other comparable golf balls

Compared to the 85 compression of Maxfli®
Revolution, the 35 compression of SoftFli
allows for exceptional feel and greenside
control
Designed to promote decreased driver spin for
improved performance through longer carry
distance and added control

Extra soft Shore 62D cover stays on face longer to
generate more spin on approach and greenside shots

Soft ionomer blend cover formula allows for
added greenside spin and control in the
scoring zone

High launching, low spinning dual radius dimple design
optimizes initial launch for distance

332 dimple pattern creates consistent flight
characteristics for all swing speeds

2-piece construction maximizes distance and control

2-piece construction for optimized control and
distance

Conforms to USGA rules

Conforms to USGA Rules

12-Pack

12-Pack. Available in White, Orange & Pink

Product Code:MXB0011

Product Code:MX15SOFTFLI
Product Code:MX15SFTFLIO
Product Code:MX17SFTFLIP
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Speed core technology high launch, low spin
332 dimple pattern faster ball speed, longer
distance.
Maxfli's fastest 2 piece construction golf ball.
Achieve faster ball speeds without increasing
compression or sacrificing feel from the titaniumtungsten additive in its speed core.
Speed core technology. The metal-infused
speed core has a higher coefficient of restitution
for more energy for faster ball speeds.
High launch, low spin 332 dimple pattern. The
deeper dual radius depth of the 332-dimple
pattern produces high initial launch and low spin
for longer carry distance for all swing speeds.
Ionomer blend cover. Soft ionomer blend
formula provides excellent greenside spin for
more feel and control. Faster ball speed, longer
distance and improved flight aerodynamics
combine to maximize distance.
Conforms to USGA Rules
12-Pack.

Product Code:MX16SPDFLI

MAXFLI GOLF BALLS

Product Code:MXB0010

Performance golf ball designed to promote incredible distance and superior
feel
High Coefficient of Restitution core maximizes initial ball speed to launch it
fast, high, and long
85 compression rating provides a softer feel and more feedback than other
comparable golf balls
Cut-resistant ionomer cover creates a crisp, soft feel off every club and
generates quality greenside spin
High launching, low spinning dual radius dimple design optimizes initial launch
for distance
2-piece construction maximizes distance and control
Conforms to USGA Rules
12-Pack

AVAILABLE
ONLY IN

Gain extra yards with the Maxfli EXT golf ball
Provides a soft feel without sacrifcing distance
Cut-resistant ionomer cover
Soft feel that promotes greenside spin

ONLY AVAILABLE IN

CANADA

2-piece, high launching design, optimizes initial launch for distance
Conforms to USGA Rules
12-Pack

Product Code: MXB0017

Constructed for golfers looking to achieve Tour performance with more greenside control
Dual mantle layers provide forgiveness and spin separation for low driver spin and high
wedge spin
New Tour-proven performance urethane cover for soft feel and exceptional short game
control
Low compression, yet highly resilient core for long distance for a wide range of swing speeds
Conforms to USGA rules
4 piece construction

Product Code:MXB0006

12-Pack
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Gamer™ Tour
2016 Golf Digest Hot List
Gold Medal

Gamer™

Every golfer has a ball they put in play when it counts. You just found your Gamer™.
This ball features award-winning Dimple In Dimple Aerodynamics and provides total 3piece performance from tee to green. The cover has been reformulated for increased
durability, longer distance and superior short-game spin for increased greenside control.
The highly resilient core is softer for better feel off of the clubface and the DuPont®
HPF™ mantle layer increases ball speed to maximize distance.

Gamer™ Soft
2015 Golf Digest Hot List
Gold Medal

TOP-FLITE GAMER GOLF BALLS

2015

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

Engineered to equip golfers with incredibly soft feel
while maintaining exceptional distance

Innovative 3-piece design equips golfers with
remarkable distance and control

Dimple in Dimple Aerodynamics help maintain spin to
generate maximum distance and lift

Dimple in Dimple Aerodynamics help maintain spin to
generate maximum distance and lift

Lower compression core construction enhances overall
feel and control with every club

Softer, more resilient core construction optimizes
compression and enhances overall feel

Thin, soft cover formulation maximizes durability while
providing more greenside spin

Thin, soft cover formulation maximizes durability while
providing more greenside spin

Custom DuPont® HPF™ mantle layer reduces spin for
control

Custom DuPont® HPF™ mantle layer reduces spin
for control

3-piece construction blends feel, control and distance

3-piece construction blends feel, control and distance

3-piece construction blends feel, control and distance

Conforms to USGA regulations

Conforms to USGA regulations

Conforms to USGA regulations

12-Pack
Heighten tee-to-green impact with Gamer Soft Golf Balls.
This feel-oriented golf ball applies Dimple in Dimple
Aerodynamics instead of hard compression to maintain
spin and maximize distance for all swing speeds. A lower
compression core construction pairs with a thin, soft
cover formulation to deliver enhanced ball speeds and
superior feel. The custom DuPont® HPF™ mantle
amplifies control while playing Top Flite® Gamer Soft
Golf Balls.

Product Code: TFB0025

12-Pack
Make your golf game larger than life with Gamer Golf
Balls. This game-changing 3-piece golf ball applies
Dimple in Dimple Aerodynamics instead of hard
compression to maintain spin and maximize distance
for all swing speeds. A softer, more resilient core teams
with a reformulated ionomer cover to generate
incredibly fast ball speeds while maintaining soft feel.
Make layups a thing of the past while playing Top Flite®
Gamer Golf Balls. Available in White or Yellow

Product Code: TFB0024

2016 Golf Digest Hot List Gold Award Winner
Game-changing 3-piece design equips golfers with a blend of
distance and control
Dimple in Dimple Aerodynamics help maintain spin to generate
maximum distance and lift
More resilient, softer core construction optimizes compression
and enhances overall feel
Softer urethane cover formulation maximizes durability and
enhanced greenside spin
Custom DuPont® HPF™ mantle layer reduces spin for control

12-Pack
Go for that game-changing shot with Gamer Tour Golf Balls.
Dimple in Dimple Aerodynamics apply superior design
instead of hard compression to maintain spin and maximize
distance for all swing speeds. A softer, more resilient core
combines with a reformulated cover to generate exceptional
ball speeds while maintaining soft feel. The custom DuPont®
HPF™ mantle provides player-preferred control with Top
Flite® Gamer Tour Golf Balls

Product Code: TFB0026
R
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TOP-FLITE GOLF BALLS

FEATURES:

FEATURES:
Designed to help female golfers play a flawless game from tee to green
Engineered to maximize performance and playability for women's swing speeds
Ultra-low 35 compression rating provides incredible soft feel for ideal responsiveness
Softer, high resiliency core maximizes ball speed for incredible distance and workability
Soft ionomer cover compound creates exceptional durability and feel
High coverage 332 dimple pattern creates high launch and low spin
Pearlescent White cover color allows for enhanced shot tracking
2-piece construction blends feel and distance
12-Pack. Available in White or Pink

Product Code: TFB0028
Own your game from tee to green while playing Flawless Golf Balls. Engineered
to help female golfers maximize performance and playability, Flawless Golf Balls
feature a highly resilient, ultra-low compression core designed to optimize feel
and distance. The soft ionomer cover equipped with a high-coverage 322 dimple
pattern promotes high launch, low spin and truer ball flight. Take dead aim at the
pin with Top Flite® Flawless Golf Balls. Avaialble in white or pink.

10
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High Resiliency Core construction optimizes
compression for ball speed and distance
New cover formulation provides exceptional feel,
true ball flight and added durability
Slickote® cover coating reduces hooks and slices
to promote greater accuracy
Distance Dimple Technology generates high, fast
launch with increased carry
2-piece construction enhances ball flight and
distance
Conforms to USGA regulations
12-Pack

Product Code: TFB0027
Heighten accuracy and performance by playing the newly
constructed XL 7000 Super Straight Golf Balls. A
reformulated cover construction features Distance Dimple
Technology, which generates high, fast launch with
increased carry. Slickote® cover coating helps tighten shot
dispersion for unmatched reliability and truer ball flight.
The High Resiliency Core construction optimizes
compression to equip Top Flite® XL 7000 Super Straight
Golf Balls for max distance.

TOP-FLITE D2+ GOLF BALLS

Larger core provides softer ball compression for
optimized feel without sacrificing ball speed

Larger core provides softer ball compression for
optimized feel without sacrificing ball speed

Larger core provides softer ball compression for
optimized feel without sacrificing ball speed

R

Dimple In Dimple TM
Aerodynamics for
maximum distance

Thin cover for exceptional
feel and durability

FEATURES:
Built for maximum distance and high ball speed
Dimple in Dimple™ aerodynamics technology which maintains
spin
Larger core provides softer ball compressions for optimized
feel
2 piece design with thin cover for exceptional feel and durability
Also available in Yellow for high visibility
Conforms to USGA regulations
15 pack. Avaialable in White or Yellow

Product Code: TFB0020

Dimple In Dimple TM
Aerodynamics for
maximum distance

Thin, softer cover for
exceptional feel and
greenside control with
excellent durability

SLICKOTE cover
coating reduces hooks
and slices for greater
accuracy, plus thin cover
provides excellent
feel and durability

Dimple In Dimple TM
Aerodynamics for
maximum distance

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

Advanced distance technology Dimple in Dimple™
Aerodynamics

Built for maximum distance with greater accuracy

Softer cover for incredible feel and greenside control

SLICKOTE® cover coating reduces hooks and slices for
greater accuracy
Advanced Distance Technology Dimple in Dimple™
Aerodynamics

2 piece design with larger core for softer ball compression
and softer cover

Maximum distance through superior design and soft
compression

Conforms to USGA regulations
15 pack

2 piece design with larger core for softer ball compression
and thin, softer cover
Conforms to USGA regulations
15 pack

Built for maximum speed with a soft feel

Product Code: TFB0021

Product Code: TFB0022

R
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TOP-FLITE D2+ GOLF BALLS

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

Performance construction designed to maximize
distance for women's swing

Performance construction designed to maximize
distance for women's swing

Built for maximum distance for a woman's
swing speed

Larger core design provides softer ball
compression for optimized feel

Larger core design provides softer ball
compression for optimized feel

Advanced Distance Technology Dimple in
Dimple™ Aerodynamics

Soft Cut-Proof cover provides low spin,
optimized launch speed, and durability

Soft Cut-Proof cover provides low spin,
optimized launch speed, and durability

2 piece design, larger core for softer ball
compression and softer cover for durability

Dimple in Dimple® aerodynamics deliver
maximum distance

Dimple in Dimple® aerodynamics deliver
maximum distance

Pink color for high visibility on the green or in
the air

Distance dimple aerodynamics create high
surface area coverage

Distance dimple aerodynamics create high
surface area coverage

Conforms to USGA regulations

High launch and low spin dimple pattern
promotes longer carry on all shots

High launch and low spin dimple pattern
promotes longer carry on all shots

Conforms to USGA Rules

Conforms to USGA Rules

15-Pack

15-Pack comes with 5 assorted colors

Product Code: TFB0023

15 pack

Product Code: TFB0023

Product Code: TFB0023

If you’re looking for the perfect ball for a woman’s swing speed, you’ve found it in the D2+ Diva. The Top
Flite® D2+ lineup offers exceptional feel off the clubface, relying on superior design rather than hard
compression. Dimple in Dimple™ Aerodynamics increase distance for a wide range of players, while a high
speed core adds the perfect balance of feel and ball speed.

12
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TOP-FLITE XL DISTANCE GOLF BALLS

DISTANCE

Experience legendary distance and durability with XL Distance Golf Balls. Distance Dimple
Technology generates high, fast launch with longer carry and helps golfers leave the lay-ups
behind. A reformulated cut-proof ionomer cover minimizes spin while enhancing durability for
lasting performance. The High Resiliency Core construction optimizes compression to deliver
exceptional ball speeds and distance with Top Flite® XL Distance Golf Balls.

FEATURES:
Engineered to equip golfers with a blend of superior distance and
maximum durability
High Resiliency Core construction optimizes compression for ball
speed and distance
Reformulated cut-proof ionomer cover minimizes spin while enhancing
durability
Distance Dimple Technology generates high, fast launch with increased carry
2-piece construction enhances ball flight and distance
Conforms to USGA regulations
18-Pack
Available in White, Yellow and Orange

Product Code: TFB0019

Also Available in
12pk Bilingual Box, Sleeved.

Product Code: TFB0017
ONLY AVAILABLE IN

CANADA
R
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TOP-FLITE BOMB GOLF BALLS

Light the fuse to explosive distance by playing Bomb Golf Balls.
Engineered for incredible distance and soft feel, these balls feature
a larger core to allow for optimized energy transfer and ball speed.
A resilient, maximum Coefficient of Restitution polybutadiene core
delivers reliably consistent performance. The ionomer blend cover
features a high launch, low spin dimple pattern to equip Top Flite®
Bomb Golf Balls with truer ball flight.

BOMB
Product Code: TFB0016

FEATURES:

BOMB YELLOW
Product Code: TFB0016YEL

Engineered for explosive distance and extremely soft feel for unrivaled
performance
The combination of a larger core, softer cover, and low spin dimple design deliver
balance playability
New, larger core design provides more efficient energy transfer for optimized ball
speeds and distance
Highly resilient, maximum Coefficient of Restitution polybutadiene core for
consistent, reliable performance
Ionomer blend cover feels extremely soft while producing increased greenside
spin for improved control
High launch and low spin dimple pattern for longer carry distance and stable flight
characteristics
2-piece construction for optimized control and distance
Conforms to USGA Rules
24-Pack

BOMB EXPLOSION
Product Code: TFB0018
24pk includes Green, Orange, Yellow and White

14
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TOP-FLITE RANGE GOLF BALLS

R

Available full or limited flight. White or Yellow
No Logo: By the Dozen

With Logo: 500 dozen min order

The Top-Flite Super Range Golf Balls have been the best selling and most popular range ball for
decades. These authentic, brand new, two piece range balls are extremely durable and yet produce a softer feel
than other similar range balls. Great for filling up your shag bag or stocking your driving range with quality golf balls.
Product Code: TFRB001

Product Code: TFRB001YEL

Top-Flite Super Range Restricted Flight Golf Balls
The Top-Flite Super Range Golf Balls have been the best selling and most popular range ball for decades. Now
available in a restricted flight version. The restricted flight range balls produce identical hooks and slices as a
standard golf ball but travel only 30% of the distance by implementing proprietary core materials to produce lower
ball speeds. Ideal for practice when space is limited. These authentic, brand new, two piece range balls are
extremely durable and yet produce a softer feel than other similar range balls. Great for filling up your shag bag or
stocking your driving range with quality golf balls.
Product Code: RFRB
R
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TOP-FLITE MAXFLI BALL PERSONALIZATION

R

We now offer Imprinted Golf Balls with your logo or personalized name!
These are great for promoting your business, Hole in One Awards,
Celebrations or Tournaments - anything you want to commemorate.

The following are available for custom imprinting:
Top-Flite Gamer, Gamer Soft & Gamer Tour
Top-Flite D2 Distance, D2 Feel - 15pk sleeved
Top-Flite D2 Diva White, Pink, Neon - 15pk sleeved
Top-Flite XL Distance - 18pk not sleeved. 12pk sleeved
Top-Flite Flawless
Maxfli Revolution, Maxfli EXT Distance
Maxfli SpeedFli, SoftFli
Maxfli U6, Maxfli UFli

PROPERTY OF

HILLVIEW
GOLF CLUB

Allow up to 2-4 weeks for delivery in Canada
Allow 4-5 days for US delivery
JONNY
TOPSHELF

Print Fee

1-24 dozen: $2.00 for each Dozen Golf Balls
Product Code:GBPERS

25+ dozen: $40.00 One Time Print Fee

No Set-Up Charges
No Order Minimums
16
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MAXFLI 4.0 CART BAGS

Gear up and get ready for whatever the course throws your way with the Maxfli
U/Series 4.0 Cart Bag. Constructed from lightweight, nylon material, that won't weigh
you down, and is durable enough to last season-after-season. The large, 14-way top
provides superior protection for shafts while keep your bag neat and organized.
Numerous pockets provide plenty of space to store round essentials and a fullyinsulated cooler pocket ensures you always have a cool beverage on hand.

Men's Bag - Blk/Blue, Black/Gry, Blk/Red/White, Gry/Blue/Orange, Dk Blu/Lt Blu

Product Code:MXBG0003

Women's Bag - Gry/Dk Pk/Lt Pk

Product Code:MXBG0013

FEATURES:
11" top cuff features a 14-way top with full-length dividers for club separation and protection
Putter well and lift assist handles integrated into the top cuff allow for easy access and
maneuverability
Cart secure sleeves allow cart straps to pass through the bag for added stability while
fixed to cart
8 total pockets provide plenty of options for secure accessory, gear, and apparel storage

Screen Print
your name or
logo on the ball
pocket for
a customized
touch. See pg 22

Pockets include valuables dry pocket, oversized garment pocket, and easy access
storage pocket
Extra large, fully insulated cooler pocket with drainage grommet keeps beverages cool
Scorecard sleeve and pen/divot tool pockets for access to on-course essentials
Cart compatible base provides a secure stance while bag is on riding or pull cart
Constructed of lightweight and durable 210D nylon material for quality
Product Code:MXBG0014
Bag weighs approximately 5.7 lbs.
Men's Print Bag - Black
R
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MAXFLI 4.0 STAND BAGS

Comfortably traverse the course by carrying a U/Series 4.0 Stand Bag. A 10" top padded cuff features a 5-way top with full-length
dividers for safe and accessible club storage. 8 total pockets, including a valuables dry pocket and easy access golf ball pocket,
provide plenty of secure and easily accessible gear storage. CROSSBAX dual carry straps and FLO-BAC Lumbar Support panels
equip the Maxfli® U/Series 4.0 Stand Bag with superior comfort.

Product Code:MXBG0005
Men's Print Bag

Men's Bag
Blk/Red/White, Black/Gry, Blk/Blue, Gry/Blue/Orange, Dk Blue/Lt Blue

Product Code:MXBG0004

Women's Pink/Grey Bag

Product Code:MXBG0011

FEATURES:
10" top cuff features a 5-way top with full-length dividers for club separation and protection
Cart secure sleeves allow cart straps to pass through the bag for added stability while fixed to
cart

Screen Print your
name or logo on
the ball pocket for
a customized
touch. See pg 22

18
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8 total pockets provide plenty of options for secure accessory, gear, and apparel storage
Pockets include valuables dry pocket, easy access golf ball pocket, and oversized garment
pocket
Scorecard sleeve and pen/divot tool pockets for access to on-course essentials
Easily accessible beverage sleeve keeps your drink cold and within arm's reach at all times
CROSSBAX dual carry straps feature a foam layer with perforated EVA for comfort and
breathability
Straps adjust to the width of your shoulders for a more consistent and comfortable carry
FLO-BAC Lumbar Support panel promotes air flow with exceptional support for comfort
Durable automatic stand with anti-slip foot pads for stand security on a variety of terrain
Matching rainhood included to protect equipment during inclement weather
Constructed of lightweight and durable 210D nylon material for quality
Bag weighs approximately 5.2 lbs.

MAXFLI 5.0 CART BAGS

Optimize your cart outing with a U/Series 5.0 Cart Bag. An 11" top padded cuff
features a 14-way top with full-length dividers for meticulous club organization. 14total pockets, including a valuables dry pocket and large apparel pocket, provide
plenty of secure and easily accessible gear storage. An easy access golf ball pocket
and removable Yards-to-Go pouch equip the Maxfli® U/Series 5.0 Cart Bag with
superior versatility and convenience.

FEATURES:
Putter well and lift assist handles integrated into the top cuff allow for easy access and
maneuverability
11" top cuff features a 14-way top with full-length dividers for club separation and protection
Cart secure sleeves allow cart straps to pass through the bag for added stability while fixed to cart
14 total pockets provide plenty of options for secure accessory, gear, and apparel storage
Pockets include valuables dry pocket, easy access golf ball pocket, and oversized garment
pocket. Easily accessible cooler pocket with drainage grommet keeps beverage cold and within
reach
Scorecard sleeve and pen/divot tool pockets for access to on-course essentials.
Removable Yards-To-Go pouch allows for easy and secure transportation of golf electronics
Constructed of lightweight and durable 210D nylon material for quality
Bag weighs approximately 7.1 lbs.

Product Code:MXBG0006

Screen Print your name or logo on
the ball pocket for a customized touch.
See page 22 for details.

R
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MAXFLI 5.0 STAND BAG

Revolutionize your next carry experience with the U/Series 5.0 Stand Bag. A 10" top padded cuff features a 14-way
top with full-length dividers for meticulous club organization. 12 total pockets, including a valuables dry pocket and
oversized apparel pocket, provide plenty of secure and easily accessible gear storage. CROSSBAX dual carry
straps and FLO-BAC Lumbar Support panels outfit the Maxfli® U/Series 5.0 Stand Bag with unrivaled comfort.

10” TOP CUFF FEATURES A 14-WAY TOP
WITH FULL-LENGTH DIVIDERS FOR
CLUB SEPARATION AND PROTECTION

FEATURES:
10" top cuff features a 14-way top with full-length dividers for club separation and protection
Cart secure sleeves allow cart straps to pass through the bag for added stability while fixed
to cart
Lift assist handles integrated into the top cuff allow for quality and improved maneuverability
12 total pockets provide plenty of options for secure accessory, gear, and apparel storage
Pockets include valuables dry pocket, easy access golf ball pocket, and large apparel
pocket
Scorecard sleeve and pen/divot tool pockets for access to on-course essentials
Easily accessible beverage sleeve keeps your drink cold and within arm's reach at all times
Removable Yards-To-Go pouch allows for easy and secure transportation of golf electronics
CROSSBAX dual carry straps feature a foam layer with perforated EVA for comfort and
breathability
Screen Print your
name or logo on
the ball pocket for
a customized
touch. See pg 22

Product Code:MXBG0007
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Straps adjust to the width of your shoulders for a more consistent and comfortable carry
FLO-BAC Lumbar Support panel promotes air flow with exceptional support for comfort
Durable automatic stand with anti-slip foot pads for stand security on a variety of terrain
Matching rainhood included to protect equipment during inclement weather
Constructed of lightweight and durable 210D nylon material for quality. Bag weighs
approximately 5.9 lbs

MAXFLI STAND BAGS

Comfortably carry your course essentials in the U/Series 2.5 Stand Bag. A 10"
padded cuff features a 4-way top with full-length dividers for secure and easily
accessibly club storage. 6 total pockets, including a valuables dry pocket and large
garment pocket, allow for numerous gear and accessory storage options. Dual
padded carry straps and a FLO-BAC Lumbar Support panel equip the Maxfli®
U/Series 2.5 Stand Bag with superior carry comfort.

YOU
R
OR NAME
LO
HER GO
E

Product Code:MXBG0009
Screen Print your
name or logo on
the ball pocket for
a customized
touch. See pg 22

Product Code:MXBG0008

Comfortably carry essential gear during your next round with the Sunday
Stand Bag. A padded 7" top cuff features a 3-way divider system for club
separation and protection. 5 pockets, including a faux-fur lined valuables
pocket and oversized garment pocket, allow for plenty of secure gear and
accessory storage. Padded dual carry straps, an automatic stand, and a 3.4pound construction equip the Maxfli® Sunday Stand Bag with remarkable
quality.
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PERSONALIZATION
GolfWorks now offers Imprinted Golf Bags with your Logo or Personalized Name!
These make great gifts for that hard to buy for golfer in your life!
The following brands are available for custom, full color, screen imprinting:
Maxfli U/Series 2.5 Bag, U-Series 4.0 and U-Series 5.0 Bags

$5.00 Personalization Fee, plus cost of the bag.
Product Code:BAGPERS
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TOP-FLITE LIGHTWEIGHT STAND BAGS

Carry golf gear with ease by using the Men’s or Women’s Lightweight Stand Bag. Weighing in at 4.1
lbs., this stand bag has an 11" cuff with a 7-way top and full-length dividers for easily accessible club
storage. 6 pockets, including a faux-fur lined valuables pocket and large garment pocket, keep oncourse accessories within reach. Padded dual carry straps and an automatic stand equip the Top
Flite® Lightweight Stand Bag with unmatched comfort and quality.

Product Code:TFBG0002
Men’s bag available in Grey/Org,
Blk/Blue, Blk/White, Blk/Red

Product Code:TFBG0006
Women’s bag available
in Grey/Teal, Grey/Berry

FEATURES:
11" top cuff features a 7-way top with full-length dividers for club separation
and protection
6 total pockets provide plenty of options for secure accessory, gear, and
apparel storage
Pockets include faux-fur lined valuables pocket, large garment pocket, and
oversized ball pocket
Fully insulated water bottle/beverage sleeve keeps drinks cold and within
reach throughout the round
VELCRO® glove holder patch and towel ring near the top cuff keep
accessories within reach
Padded, adjustable carry straps reduce pressure points in shoulders for
superior carrying comfort
Durable automatic stand with anti-slip foot pads for stand security on a
variety of terrain
Constructed of lightweight and durable 210D nylon material for quality
Bag weighs approximately 4.1 lbs.
R
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TOP-FLITE LIGHTWEIGHT CART BAGS

Improve the quality of your round by gearing up with the Men’s or Women’s Lightweight
Cart Bag. An 11" padded cuff features a 14-way top with full-length dividers and
integrated lift assist handle for convenient club organization and transportation. 7
pockets, including a faux-fur lined valuables pocket and 2 large garment pockets,
provide plenty of storage options. The durable 210D nylon construction gives the Top
Flite® Lightweight Cart Bag unrivaled quality.

Product Code:TFBG0007
Women’s bag available
in Grey/Teal, Grey/Berry

Product Code:TFBG0001
Men’s bag available in Blk/Blue, Blk/White, Blk/Red, Grey/Org,

FEATURES:
11" top cuff features a 14-way top with full length dividers for club separation and protection
Fully molded dual lift handles integrated into the top cuff for convenience and maneuverability
7 total pockets provide plenty of options for secure accessory, gear, and apparel storage
Pockets include a faux-fur lined valuables pocket, 2 large garment pockets, and 2 accessory pockets
Conveniently located, forward facing ball pocket allows for easy access while bag is fixed to cart
Padded shoulder strap allows for added comfort and maneuverability in between rounds
VELCRO® glove holder patch and towel ring provide easy item access throughout round
Cart compatible base provides a secure stance while bag is on riding or pull cart
Constructed of lightweight and durable 210D nylon material for quality
Bag weighs approximately 4.6 lbs.
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TOP-FLITE FLAWLESS STAND BAGS

Introducing the new Top-Flite Flawless Women’s Stand Bag. Built with a nylon and polyester structure to ensure
a lightweight, yet durable blend of comfort and functionality. A 14-way top with full-length dividers conveniently
protects and organizes all of your clubs. 7-pocket design features 3 accessory pockets, 1 large garment pocket,
1 extra-large golf ball pocket, 1 velour lined valuables pocket and 1 waterproof pocket for cold beverages. Golf
tee and golf ball holders easily store essential golf accessories. Extra durable grab handles are integrated into
the top cuff and bottom of bag for easy lift and portability.

FEATURES:
14-way top with full-length dividers for club separation and protection
Integrated handle in the top cuff for easy lifting and carrying during your round or during
transportation
Large garment pocket provides plenty of storage for apparel and rain gear
Reverse zippered fur-lined pocket protects your important valuables such as a watch, ring and
keys
Waterproof zippered, fully insulated, oversized beverage pocket keeps drinks cold throughout
round and protects from leaking
Extra-large golf ball pocket for plenty of storage
Padded carry straps allow golfers to carry bag using a single or dual strap. Foam Backed with
Mesh Overlay Lumbar Support, provides support for your back when carrying the bag
3 Additional Accessory Pockets to fit your golfing needs
Matching rainhood included for use during inclement weather
Smart Lift Handle is integrated into the bottom of the bag featuring an ergonomic handle to
easily lift and transport your bag
External Golf Tee Holder for Easy Golf Tee Access

PRODUCT CODE: TFBG0008

Bag weighs approximately 6 lbs
R
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TOP-FLITE FLAWLESS CART BAGS

Optimize organization and convenience during your next cart outing with the new Top-Flite Flawless Cart Bag.
This bag features a nylon and polyester structure to ensure a lightweight, yet durable bag to meet the
demands of the golf course. Equipped with a 14-way top with full-length dividers that conveniently protect and
organize all of your clubs. The 10-pocket design features 4 accessory pockets, 2 large garment pockets, 2
velour lined pockets, 1 insulated water bottle pocket and 1 waterproof pocket for cold beverages. Golf tee and
golf ball holders easily store all your essential golf accessories. A full length putter tube allows for easy bag
access when fixed to the cart and allows room for extra large putter grips.

FEATURES:
14-way top with full-length dividers for club separation and protection
Integrated handle in the top cuff for easy lifting and carrying during your
round or during transportation.
Full length putter tube for easy access while bag is fixed to the cart
2 Large garment pockets provides plenty of storage for apparel and rain
gear
2 Reverse zippered fur-lined pocket protects your important valuables such
as a watch, ring and keys
Waterproof zippered, fully insulated, oversized beverage pocket keeps
drinks cold throughout round and protects from leaking
Fully insulated individual water bottle pocket is forward facing for easy
access for when the bag is on a cart
4 Additional Accessory Pockets to fit your golfing needs
Matching rainhood included for use during inclement weather
Smart Lift Handle is integrated into the bottom of the bag featuring an
ergonomic handle to easily lift and transport your bag.
Bag weighs approximately 7 lbs

PRODUCT CODE: TFBG0009
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TOP-FLITE GAMER CART BAGS

Optimize organization and convenience during your next cart outing with the newly designed Gamer
Cart Bag. An 11" padded cuff features a 14-way top with full-length dividers, putter tube, and lift assist
handle for superior functionality. 8 pockets, including a waterproof valuables pocket and 2 extra large
garment pockets, allow for numerous accessible storage options. A 210D nylon construction gives the
Top Flite® Gamer Cart Bag uncompromising quality.
11" TOP CUFF FEATURE
A 14-WAY TOP WITH
FULL-LENGTH DIVIDERS FOR
CLUB SEPARATION AND PROTECTION

FULL LENGTH EXTRA WIDE
PUTTER TUBE

FEATURES:

Product Code:TFBG0011

14-way top with full-length dividers for club separation and protection
Full length putter tube for easy access while bag is fixed to the cart
Dual integrated handles in the top cuff for easy lifting onto and from the golf cart or during transportation.
Waterproof zippered, fully insulated, oversized beverage pocket keeps drinks cold throughout round and
protects from leaking
Reverse zippered fur-lined pocket protects your important valuables such as a watch, ring and keys
2 extra large garment pockets for plenty of clothing and gear storage options
Fully insulated individual water bottle pocket is forward facing for easy access when the bag is on a cart
Golf glove holder keeps your glove within reach at all times
Premium carabineer towel ring provides easy access to towel
Matching rainhood included for use during inclement weather
Smart Lift Handle is integrated into the bottom of the bag featuring an ergonomic handle to easily lift and
transport your bag.
Bag weighs approximately 7 lbs
R
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TOP-FLITE GAMER STAND BAGS

Elevate comfort and convenience while walking the course with the new Gamer Stand Bag. A 14way padded top with full-length dividers provides secure, easily accessible club organization. 6
total pockets, including a faux fur-lined valuables pocket and multiple beverage pockets, ensure
all essentials have a place within the bag. Padded dual shoulder straps and a durable automatic
stand mechanism create a comfortable, hassle-free walking experience.

11" TOP CUFF FEATURE
A 14-WAY TOP WITH
FULL-LENGTH DIVIDERS FOR
CLUB SEPARATION AND PROTECTION

FEATURES:
14-way top with full-length dividers for club separation and protection
Top cuff and Smart Lift grab handles allow for simplified carrying and transportation
Padded, adjustable dual carry straps maximize comfort and customization
during carry
6 total pockets provide plenty of storage options for important on-course
accessories and gear
Pockets include an extra-large garment pocket, faux-fur lined valuables
pocket and golf ball pocket
Fully insulated beverage pocket and easily-access water bottle pocket
keep refreshment at hand

Product Code:TFBG0010

Hook-and-loop golf glove patch and premium carabineer towel ring
allow for at once accessory use
Durable automatic stand with anti-slip foot pads for stand
security on a variety of terrain
Matching rainhood included for use during inclement weather
Stand Bag constructed of lightweight, durable nylon material
Bag weighs approximately 6 lbs
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TOP-FLITE XL SET

13-Piece Complete Set.
Play your best from tee to green with a Top Flite® XL Complete Set. A 460cc
Ti Composite Driver, low-profile 3 Wood and confidence-inspiring Hybrids
ensure elevated long game performance. Wide sole, stainless steel irons
feature perimeter weighting and a low CG to allow for forgiveness and
improved ball flight. Shafts are constructed in a Men’s Flex. An easy-to-align
mallet putter simplifies short game, while the light, full-featured stand bag
keeps you organized and comfortable.

FEATURES
Complete Set engineered to outfit male golfers with everything needed
for on-course success
Oversized, 460cc Ti composite driver with low/back CG placement for
incredible distance and forgiveness
Low profile 3 Wood with low Center of Gravity placement produces
higher trajectory shots that travel straighter
Sleek 4 & 5 hybrids combine distance of a fairway wood with the
accuracy and performance of an iron
Wide sole stainless steel irons feature perimeter weight placement for
unmatched forgiveness
Unique mallet putter with alignment cutouts ensures proper aim and
stroke consistency
Driver and fairway wood fitted with graphite shafts for enhanced club
head speeds
Hybrids, irons and wedge fitted with steel shafts for superior control
and feel
Durable nylon headcovers for the Driver and 3 Wood for protection

What's Included:
Available in Red and Blue
Driver
3 Wood
4-5 Hybrid
6, 7, 8 & 9 Irons
Pitching Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Product Code:TFS0019
Headcovers (2)
Product Code:TFS0021
Red Set: Steel Irons, Graphite Woods
Available in Right & Left Hand

Blue Set: Steel Irons, Graphite Woods
Available in Right Only
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TOP-FLITE XL SET

Play your best from tee to green with a Top Flite® Senior XL Complete Set. A
460cc Ti Composite Driver, low-profile 3 Wood and confidence-inspiring Hybrids
ensure elevated long game performance. Wide sole, stainless steel irons feature
perimeter weighting and a low CG to allow for forgiveness and improved ball flight.
An easy-to-align mallet putter simplifies short game, while the light, full-featured
bag keeps you organized and comfortable.
Available in RH Only

FEATURES
Complete Set engineered to outfit male golfers with everything needed
for on-course success
460cc Ti composite driver features low/back Center of Gravity for
maximum distance and forgiveness
Low profile 3 Wood with low Center of Gravity produces higher
trajectory shots that travel straighter
Sleek 4 & 5 hybrids combine distance of a fairway wood with the
accuracy and performance of an iron
Wide sole stainless steel irons feature perimeter weight placement for
unmatched forgiveness
Unique mallet putter with alignment cutouts ensures proper aim and
stroke consistency
Driver and fairway wood fitted with graphite shafts for enhanced club
head speeds
Hybrids, irons and wedge fitted with graphite shafts for control and feel
Durable nylon headcovers for the Driver and 3 Wood for protection
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What's Included:

Product Code:TFS0022

Driver
3 Wood
4-5 Hybrid
6, 7, 8 & 9 Irons
Pitching Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcovers (2)

Full Graphite Shafts
Available in Right Hand Only

TOP-FLITE XL SET

12-Piece Complete Set.
Play your best from tee to green with a Top Flite® XL Complete Set. A 460cc Ti
Composite Driver, low-profile 3 Wood and confidence-inspiring Hybrid ensure elevated
long game performance. Wide sole, stainless steel irons feature perimeter weighting and
a low CG to allow for forgiveness and improved ball flight. An easy-to-align mallet putter
simplifies short game, while the light, full-featured stand bag keeps you organized and
comfortable.

FEATURES
Complete Set engineered to outfit female golfers with everything
needed for on-course success
460cc Ti composite driver features low/back Center of Gravity for
maximum distance and forgiveness
Low profile 3 Wood with low Center of Gravity produces higher
trajectory shots that travel straighter
Sleek 5 hybrid combines distance of a fairway wood with the accuracy
and performance of an iron
Wide sole stainless steel irons feature perimeter weight placement for
unmatched forgiveness
Unique mallet putter with alignment cutouts ensures proper aim and
stroke consistency
Driver, fairway, hybrids and irons fitted with graphite shafts for
enhanced club head speeds
Durable nylon headcovers for the Driver and 3 Wood for protection

What's Included:
Driver
3 Wood
5 Hybrid
6, 7, 8 & 9 Irons
Pitching Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcovers (2)
Product Code:TFS0025
Blue Set. Full Graphite Shafts
Available in Right & Left Hand

Product Code:TFS0024

Product Code:TFS0023

Pink/Grey Petite Set. Full Graphite Shafts Pink/Grey Set. Full Graphite Shafts
Available in Right & Left Hand
Available in Right Hand Only
R
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TOP-FLITE FLAWLESS SET

16-Piece Complete Set
A 460cc driver, low profile Fairway wood, and sleek 4-5 hybrids optimize
performance from the tee and fairway. Wide sole, perimeter weighted irons and
traditionally-shaped wedges equip golfers with everything needed to optimize
approach and short game play. The oversized Mallet Putter head offers
forgiveness and has a large alignment aid to help keep the putter face square to
the target. This 16 piece set also includes a cart bag which provides the Top
Flite® Flawless with remarkable quality. Right Hand Only

FEATURES
440cc Titanium Driver - Oversized Titanium face driver allows for a combination of
improved distance and accuracy. Weighted screw placed low and in the heel of the
driver, provides for a deeper center of gravity while promoting a draw flight for straighter
and longer carry distance off the tee.
Low CG Fairway Wood - Low center of gravity with a lightweight graphite shaft helps
produce a higher ball flight and longer carry in this 3 fairway wood.
Easy-to-Hit Hybrids - 4 & 5 hybrids with graphite shafts are the easy to hit alternatives
to traditional long irons. A mix between a fairway wood and iron design, these clubs
deliver distance while maintaining accuracy.
Perimeter Weighted Irons - 6 through pitching wedge irons with a stainless steel design
allow for proper distance gapping. Wide sole and perimeter weighting provides ultimate
forgiveness when striking the ball off-center. The sand wedge provides options around
the green with its versatile sole design.
Mallet Putter - Oversized putter head offers forgiveness on miss hits and a large
alignment aid to help keep the putter face square to the target.
Cart Bag - 5-way top with mesh padding helps keep the clubs protected from and
organized. 6-pocket design provides plenty of room for necessary items to bring on the
course including 2 garment pockets and a fur-lined pocket for valuables.

What's Included:
Full Set Graphite Shafts
Titanium Face Driver
1 Fairway Wood
2 Hybrids
5 Stainless Steel Irons 6-PW
Sand Wedge
Mallet Putter
4 Headcovers
Cart Bag

Product Code: TFS0028
Available in Right Hand Only
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TOP-FLITE TOUR SET

19-Piece Complete Set.
Play like a pro when you hit the course with a Tour 19-Piece Complete Set. This
comprehensive set combines technology and design to deliver maximum
distance and forgiveness for golfers of any skill level. The Top Flite® Tour Set
includes an adjustable 460cc full titanium driver with three face angle settings
(draw, fade and neutral) for golfers to personalize their ball flight path, two
stainless steel fairway woods with graphite shafts, two easy-to-hit stainless
steel hybrids with graphite shafts, six perimeter-weighted stainless steel irons,
431 stainless sand wedge and tour-designed blade putter.

FEATURES:
Full Titanium Adjustable Driver: The fully adjustable 460cc titanium driver has 3 different
face angle settings so golfers can personalize their ball flight path. The draw setting
promotes slice reduction and a right-to-left ball flight, while the fade setting promotes a
hook reduction and a left-to-right ball flight. The neutral setting has a square face angle
with a straight ball flight.
Oversized Woods: 3 & 5 stainless fairway woods with graphite shafts and low profile
design help get the ball up in the air from tight lies.
Hybrid Irons: 3 & 4 hybrids with graphite shafts have a lower center of gravity for high
launches and ultimate forgiveness.
Stainless Wide Sole Irons: 5 through pitching wedge irons with an undercut, wide sole
design push the center of gravity low to maximize forgiveness and produce longer shots.
Cavity Back Sand Wedge: The Sand Wedge's soft feel derives from its 431 stainless
material construction. Perimeter weighting from the cavity back design allows for
increased forgiveness and consistent performance around the greens.
Wide Blade Putter: Wide blade putter head with TPU insert provides excellent feel on the
green. Alignment aid helps square the putter to the target, increasing accuracy and
consistency.
Deluxe Stand Bag: 7-way top with mesh padding and full-length dividers offers protection
for the clubs while keeping them neatly organized. 5 integrated pockets include a spot for
valuables, a long garment pocket, ball pocket, plus others for necessary golf items.
Padded dual carry strap with adjustability allows for personalized comfort.

19-Piece Set Includes:
Adjustable Titanium Driver
2 Stainless Steel Fairways (3 & 5)
2 Stainless Steel Hybrids (4 & 5)
6 Stainless Steel Irons (5-PW)
Sand Wedge
Blade Putter
5 Headcovers
Deluxe Stand Bag

Product Code:TFS0029
Men’s Flex Steel Irons shafts and
Graphite shafts in Driver & Woods
Available in Right Hand Only
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TOP-FLITE TOUR SET

17- Piece Complete Senior Set.
Play like a pro when you hit the course with a Tour 17-Piece Complete Set. This
comprehensive set combines technology and design to deliver maximum distance
and forgiveness for golfers of any skill level. The Top Flite® Tour Set includes an
adjustable 460cc full titanium driver, with three face angle settings (draw, fade and
neutral) for golfers to personalize their ball flight path, two stainless steel fairway
woods with graphite shafts, an easy-to-hit stainless steel hybrid with graphite shaft,
six perimeter-weighted stainless steel irons, 431 stainless sand wedge and a tourdesigned blade putter.

FEATURES:
Full Titanium Adjustable Driver: The fully adjustable 460cc titanium driver has 3 different
face angle settings so golfers can personalize their ball flight path. The draw setting promotes
slice reduction and a right-to-left ball flight, while the fade setting promotes a hook reduction
and a left-to-right ball flight. The neutral setting has a square face angle with a straight ball
flight.
Oversized Woods: 3 & 5 stainless fairway woods with graphite shafts and low profile design
help get the ball up in the air from tight lies.
Graphite Shafted Hybrid Iron: 4 Hybrid with a graphite shaft has a lower center of gravity for
high ball launch and ultimate forgiveness.
Stainless Wide Sole Irons: 5 through pitching wedge irons with an undercut, wide sole
design push the center of gravity low to maximize forgiveness and produce longer shots.
Cavity Back Sand Wedge: The sand wedge's soft feel derives from its 431 stainless material
construction. Perimeter weighting from the cavity back design allows for increased
forgiveness and consistent performance around the greens.
Wide Blade Putter: Wide blade putter head with TPU insert provides excellent feel on the
green. Alignment aid helps square the putter to the target, increasing accuracy and
consistency.
Cart Bag: 7-way top with mesh padding and full-length dividers offers protection for the clubs
while keeping them neatly organized. 6 integrated pockets include a spot for valuables, a ball
pocket, long garment pockets plus additional space for necessary golf items.
Padded single carry strap with adjustability allows for personalized comfort when
moving clubs from storage to the golf cart.

17-Piece Set Includes:
Adjustable 460cc Ti Driver
#3 and #5 Fairway Woods
#4 Hybrid Iron
6 Wide Sole Irons (5-PW)
Sand Wedge
Blade Putter
Deluxe Cart Bag
4 Headcovers
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Product Code:TFS0027
Complete Set has Senior Men’s flex
Graphite Shafts
Available in Right Hand Only

TOP-FLITE VARSITY SET

14-Piece Complete Set (Height 60" and above)
Get your aspiring golfer in the game with the Gamer Varsity Complete Set.
A 440cc driver, low profile 3 wood, and sleek 5 hybrid work to optimize
performance from the tee and fairway. Wide sole, perimeter weighted irons
and traditionally-shaped wedges allow your youngster to fine-tune
approach and short game play. A milled face alignment putter and
lightweight stand bag outfit the Top Flite® Gamer Varsity Complete Set.

FEATURES
440cc titanium driver features low and back Center of Gravity for higher launch,
longer carry, and forgiveness
3 wood features low and back Center of Gravity to produce higher launch, longer
distance, and added playability
5 hybrid features a low profile design and low Center of Gravity to replace
hard-to-hit long irons
Wide sole stainless steel irons feature perimeter weighting for straighter, longer
shots on off-center hits
Wedges feature traditional head shapes and come equipped with a dual cambered
sole for playability from all lies
Milled alignment putter provides enhanced feel while improving accuracy through
fast and easy alignment
Driver, fairway wood, and hybrids fitted with graphite shafts; irons and wedges fitted
with steel shafts
Lightweight stand bag features a 6 pockets,10" padded mesh cuff, 5-way top, and
full-length dividers for club organization

What's Included:
Driver
3 Wood
5 Hybrid
6, 7, 8 & 9 Irons
Pitching & Sand Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcovers (3)
Product Code: TFK0013
Steel Irons, Graphite Woods
Available in Right Hand Only
R
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TOP-FLITE FLAWLESS SET

14-Piece Complete Set (Height 60" and above)
Get your aspiring golfer in the game with the Flawless Varsity Complete
Set. A 440cc driver, low profile 3 wood, and sleek 5 hybrid work to optimize
performance from the tee and fairway. Wide sole, perimeter weighted irons
and traditionally-shaped wedges allow your youngster to fine-tune
approach and short game play. A milled face alignment putter and
lightweight stand bag outfit the Top Flite® Flawless Varsity Complete Set.

FEATURES
440cc Titanium Face Driver: Oversized titanium face driver allows for a combination of
improved distance and accuracy. Weighted screw placed low and in the heel of the driver,
provides for a deeper center of gravity while promoting a draw flight for straighter and
longer carry distance off the tee.
Low CG Fairway Wood: Low center of gravity with a lightweight graphite shaft helps
produce a higher ball flight and longer carry in this 3 fairway wood.
Easy-to-Hit Hybrid: Hybrid with graphite shafts are the easy-to-hit alternatives to traditional
long irons. A mix between a fairway wood and iron design, these clubs deliver distance
while maintaining accuracy.
Perimeter Weighted Irons: 6 through pitching wedge irons with a stainless steel design
allow for proper distance gapping. Wide sole and perimeter weighting provides ultimate
forgiveness when striking the ball off-center.
The Sand Wedge: Provides options around the green with its versatile sole design.
Mallet Putter: Oversized putter head offers forgiveness on miss hits and a large alignment
aid to help keep the putter face square to the target.
Lightweight Stand Bag: 5-way top with mesh padding helps keep clubs protected and
organized. Adjustable and padded dual carry strap offers personalized comfort when
carrying. 6 pocket design provides plenty of room for necessary items to bring on the
course.
Conforms with the Rules of Golf: Clubs conform for USGA events and tournaments when
the Condition of Competition is in effect.
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What's Included:

Product Code: TFK0014

Driver
3 Wood
5 Hybrid
6, 7, 8 & 9 Irons
Pitching & Sand Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcovers (3)

Full set has Graphite Shafts
Available in Right Hand Only

TOP-FLITE JUNIOR BOYS SET

There's no better way to grow a child's love of the game. This unique set includes
everything a junior golfer needs to succeed on the course, from the oversized driver to
the alignment putter. All clubs are designed for junior golfers and feature lightweight,
composite graphite shafts. Junior grip is undersized to teach correct, light grip pressure
for faster swing speeds and longer distance.

9-12 yrs. 9-Piece Set Includes:
Driver
Hybrid
7 Iron
9 Iron
Sand Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcover (2)

5-8 yrs 8-Piece Set Includes:
Driver
Hybrid
7 Iron
Sand Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcover (2)

2-5 yrs 5-Piece Set Includes:
Driver
9 Iron
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcover (1)

All sets available in Right & Left Hand
Product Code:TFK0007
For Junior Golfers Ages 2-5 or up to 45”

Product Code:TFK0008
For Junior Golfers Ages 5-8 or 46” – 52”

Product Code:TFK0010
For Junior Golfers Ages 9-12 or 53” and Above
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TOP-FLITE JUNIOR GIRLS SET

Nurture a child’s love of the game with a set designed to help her improve. Driver
and Hybrid each feature a low-profile head design, low center of gravity and more
loft to promote higher, longer and straighter shots from the tee and fairway. Easy-tohit hybrid replaces long irons and combines the accuracy of an iron with the
forgiveness of a wood. All clubs are designed for junior golfers and feature
lightweight, composite graphite shafts. Junior grip is undersized to teach correct,
light grip pressure for faster swing speeds and longer distance.

FEATURES:
Driver features a low-profile head design, low center-of-gravity and more loft to promote higher,
longer and straighter shots from the tee or fairway
Easy to hit Hybrid replaces long irons, combining the accuracy of an iron with the forgiveness of a
wood
7 Iron, 9 Iron and Sand Wedge feature a wide sole, lowering the center-of-gravity to more easily
launch the ball high and long
Lightweight composite shaft features a specifically designed Junior flex to maximize
clubhead speed

18

Mallet shaped putter has an oversized head for more forgiveness and alignment
marks to easily visualize a putting line to the hole
Junior sized rubber grips feature an integrated design to teach hand position
for a correct grip
Premium headcover for the Driver protects the club head and shaft
Lightweight stand bag has 3 spacious pockets and a dual carry strap to
evenly distribute weight

Product Code:TFK0009

For Junior Golfers Ages 5-8 or 46” – 52”
Available in Right hand only
8 Piece Set Includes:
Driver
Hybrid
7 Iron
Sand Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcover (2)

Product Code: TFTW001
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Product Code:TFK0011

For Golfers Ages 9-12 or 53” and Above
Available in Right & Left Hand
9 Piece Set Includes:
Driver
Hybrid
7 Iron
9 Iron
Sand Wedge
Putter
Lightweight Stand Bag
Headcover (2)

TOP-FLITE BLAST OUT WEDGES

Player-preferred sole design
for improved playability

Stick scoring shots closer from any lie with the Blast Out Wedge. Engineered to
perform in difficult conditions, this wedge features an extra wide sole for improved
turf interaction from bunkers and rough. CNC milled grooves pair with True Spin
Technology to generate spin and shot control around the green. A deep cavity
back design constructed out of high quality stainless steel outfits the Top Flite®
Blast Out Wedge for superior playability.

Women’s

Product Code: TFCW007

FEATURES:
Specifically engineered for optimal performance from bunkers,
deep rough, and other tight lies
Deep cavity back construction increases forgiveness for
improved performance and consistency
Extra wide sole improves turf interaction to promote playability
from bunkers and deep rough
CNC milled grooves pair with True Spin Technology to produce
greater spin on scoring shots
High quality stainless steel construction provides exceptional
feel and responsiveness
Premium smokey PVD finish reduces glare and allows for a
clean look
Men’s

Shaft: Steel Shaft

Product Code: TFCW006

Grip: Top Flite® Black Grip

Men’s Wedge SPECS:
Loft: 58°
Lie: 64°
Length: 35.3"
Bounce: 12°
Swing Weight: D6
Right Hand Only

Women’s Wedge SPECS:
Loft: 58°
Lie: 64°
Length: 34"
Bounce: 12°
Swing Weight: C9
Right Hand Only

CNC milled grooves with
True Spin Technology for
greater spin around the green
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TOP-FLITE WEDGES

Attack the pin with a Top Flite® Wedge. Constructed of soft 431 stainless steel, this wedge features a
wide sole construction and optimized bounce angles to promote ideal turf interaction and added
versatility. Perimeter weight placement enhances forgiveness on impacts across the face for greater
forgiveness and consistency. The timeless finish limits glare and heightens confidence while
addressing the ball with a Top Flite® Wedge. Right Hand Only
FEATURES:
Available in Men’s and Women’s 52, 56 & 60 degree loft
Wide sole construction and optimized bounce angles allow for
ideal turf interaction

Women’s

Perimeter weight placement dampens vibration and enhances
forgiveness
Soft 431 stainless steel construction creates exceptional feel
Traditional chrome finish inspires confidence at address
Steel shaft optimizes trajectory and ball flight
in Men’s set. Women’s set has graphite shaft to
optimize trajectory and flight

Men’s
52° Wedge SPECS:

56° Wedge SPECS:

60° Wedge SPECS:

Loft: 52°
Lie: 63°
Length: 35.5"
Bounce: 8°
Swing Weight: D2

Loft: 56°
Lie: 63°
Length: 35.25"
Bounce: 12°
Swing Weight: D4

Loft: 60°
Lie: 63°
Length: 35.25"
Bounce: 10°
Swing Weight: D4

Women’s
52° Wedge SPECS:

56° Wedge SPECS:

60° Wedge SPECS:

Loft: 52°
Lie: 63°
Length: 34.5"
Bounce: 8°
Swing Weight: C6

Loft: 56°
Lie: 63°
Length: 34.25"
Bounce: 12°
Swing Weight: C8

Loft: 60°
Lie: 63°
Length: 34.25"
Bounce: 10°
Swing Weight: C8

This Wedge is Only Available in Right Hand
Men’s Product Code: TFCW001
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Women’s Product Code: TFCW002

Men’s

TOP-FLITE TOUR WEDGES

Shape scoring shots like a pro with a Tour Wedge. Constructed of high quality stainless
steel, this sleek blade wedge features a lower Center of Gravity for increased control and
forgiveness. CNC milled grooves combine with True Spin Technology to equip golfers
with Tour-caliber spin control for improved performance around the green. Player
preferred sole grinds outfit the Top Flite® Tour Wedge with versatility and
shot-shaping potential.

Player-preferred sole design
for improved playability

Premium smokey PVD
finish
Also available
in Satin finish

FEATURES:
Sleek blade head style favored by serious golfers for shot shaping control and
versatility
Lower Center of Gravity creates higher trajectory for softer, more controlled short
game performance
Player preferred sole grinds are engineered for improved playability and versatility
from all lies
CNC milled grooves pair with True Spin Technology to produce greater spin on
scoring shots
High quality stainless steel construction provides exceptional feel and
responsiveness
Premium smokey PVD finish reduces glare and allows for a clean look. Also
available in Satin finish.
Shaft: Steel Shaft
Grip: Top Flite® Black Grip
48° SPECS:
Loft: 48°
Lie: 64°
Length: 35.5"
Bounce: 8°
Swing Weight: D3
RH: PVD, Satin

50° SPECS:
Loft: 50°
Lie: 64°
Length: 35.4"
Bounce: 10°
Swing Weight: D4
RH: PVD, Satin

52° SPECS:
Loft: 52°
Lie: 64°
Length: 35.4"
Bounce: 10°
Swing Weight: D4
RH,LH: PVD, Satin

56° SPECS:
Loft: 56°
Lie: 64°
Length: 35.3"
Bounce: 12°
Swing Weight: D6
RH,LH: PVD, Satin

58° SPECS:
Loft: 58°
Lie: 64°
Length: 35.1"
Bounce: 10°
Swing Weight: D6
RH: PVD, Satin

60° SPECS:
Loft: 60°
Lie: 64°
Length: 35.1"
Bounce: 8°
Swing Weight: D6
RH,LH: PVD, Satin

54° SPECS:
Loft: 54°
Lie: 64°
Length: 35.3"
Bounce: 12°
Swing Weight: D6
RH: PVD, Satin

RH-PVD Product Code: TFCW003

LH-PVD Product Code: TFCW004

Available in 48°, 50°, 52°, 54°, 56°, 58° and 60° lofts

Left Hand Available in 52°, 56° and 60° lofts

CNC milled grooves with
True Spin Technology for
greater spin around the green

RH-Satin Product Code: TFCW005
Available in 48°, 50°, 52°, 54°, 56°, 58° and 60° lofts
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TOP-FLITE CHIPPER

Easily get up and down from around the green with a Top Flite® Chipper. Designed to act
as an easier-to-use alternative to wedges on shorter chip shots, the Chipper features a
cavity back geometry and perimeter weight placement for added forgiveness. The
proprietary face groove pattern delivers optimized spin and exceptional control for
improved performance. A wide sole design enhances turf interaction with the
Top Flite® Chipper.

FEATURES
Engineered to act as an alternative to wedges for use on
shorter chip shots
Cavity back geometry moves weight to the perimeter for
higher MOI and forgiveness
Proprietary face groove pattern optimizes spin on chip shots
for exceptional control
Wide sole design promotes clean turf interaction for superior
consistency and feel

CHIPPER SPECS:
Loft: 35°
Lie: 70°
Length: 35"
Swing Weight: D5

Soft and tacky Top Flite® grip enhances control through the
shot

AVAILABLE IN RIGHT HAND ONLY

Product Code: TFCC001
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TOP-FLITE PUTTERS

Men’s 1.0
Blade Putter
R

R

Putter SPECS:
Loft: 3.5°
Lie: 72°
Length: 35"
Offset: Full Hosel Offset
Head Weight: 345g

FEATURES:

R

Putter SPECS:
Loft: 3.5°
Lie: 72°
Length: 33"
Offset: Full Hosel Offset
Head Weight: 345g

FEATURES:

Putter SPECS:
Loft: 3°
Lie: 72°
Length: 33"
Offset: Full Hosel Offset
Head Weight: 345g

FEATURES:

Gain Tour-level accuracy with the 1.0 Finish
strong on the green with a Blade #1 Putter. A fully
molded, soft micro-injection face insert with low
shore durometer provides crisp feedback and
remarkable consistency, even on off-center hits.
Perimeter weighting heightens Moment of Inertia
to reduce club head twisting for greater accuracy.
The full-shaft hosel offset keeps hands slightly
ahead of the leading edge to promote quicker
forward roll with the Top Flite® Blade #1 Putter.

Finish strong on the green with a Blade #1 Putter.
A fully molded, soft micro-injection face insert
with low shore durometer provides crisp feedback
and remarkable consistency, even on off-center
hits. Perimeter weighting heightens Moment of
Inertia to reduce club head twisting for greater
accuracy. The full-shaft hosel offset keeps hands
slightly ahead of the leading edge to promote
quicker forward roll with the Top Flite® Blade #1
Putter.

Step to putts with confidence with a Women's
Mallet #2 Putter. A fully molded, soft microinjection face insert with low shore durometer
provides crisp feedback and remarkable
consistency, even on off-center hits. Perimeter
weighting heightens Moment of Inertia to reduce
club head twisting for greater accuracy. The full
hosel offset keeps hands slightly in front of the
leading edge for quicker, truer roll with a Top
Flite® Mallet #2 Putter.

Available in Right & Left Hand.

Available in Right Only

Available in Right Only

Product Code: TFCP001

Product Code: TFCP007

Product Code: TFCP006
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TOP-FLITE PUTTERS
R

R

Putter SPECS:
Loft: 3°
Lie: 72°
Length: 35"
Offset: Double Bend
Head Weight: 355g

Putter SPECS:
Loft: 3°
Lie: 72°
Length: 35"
Offset: Half Shaft Offset
Head Weight: 345g

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

Step to putts with confidence with a
Half Mallet #3 Putter. A fully molded,
soft micro-injection face insert with low
shore durometer provides crisp
feedback and remarkable consistency,
even on off-center hits. Perimeter
weighting heightens Moment of Inertia
to reduce club head twisting for greater
accuracy. The half shaft offset keeps
hands slightly in front of the leading
edge for quicker, truer roll with a Top
Flite® Half Mallet #3 Putter.

R

R

Putter SPECS:
Loft: 3°
Lie: 72°
Length: 35"
Offset: Double Bend
Head Weight: 355g

FEATURES:

Putter SPECS:
Loft: 3°
Lie: 70°
Length: 34", 35"
Shaft Offset: Full Hosel
Head Weight: 355g

FEATURES:

Lock in on the cup while playing an
Alignment #4 Putter. A fully molded,
micro-injection face insert with low
shore durometer provides crisp
feedback and remarkable consistency,
even on off-center hits. Perimeter
weighting heightens Moment of Inertia
to reduce club head twisting for
greater accuracy. A double bend shaft
offset pairs with contrasting alignment
cues to enhance visualization and
accuracy with the Top Flite® Alignment
#4 Putter.

Drain more putts on the green with an
Alignment #5 Putter. A fully molded,
micro-injection face insert with low
shore durometer provides crisp
feedback and remarkable
consistency, even on off-center hits.
Perimeter weighting heightens
Moment of Inertia to reduce club head
twisting for greater accuracy. A double
bend shaft offset pairs with
contrasting alignment aids to improve
visualization and accuracy with a Top
Flite® Alignment #5 Putter.

Perform at a higher level on the green
by playing a Tour Blade 1.0 Putter.
The player preferred blade head
shape features heel-toe weighting
which increases MOI and forgiveness
across the face. A Thermoplastic
Urethane face insert creates
incredibly soft, crisp feel for superior
responsiveness. Eye-catching white
alignment aids sharply contrast the
premium smoky PVD finish to equip
the Top Flite® Tour Blade 1.0 Putter
with sleek, clean style.

Available in Right only

Available in Right only

Available in Right & Left hand.

Available in Right only

Product Code: TFCP002
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Product Code: TFCP004

Product Code: TFCP005

TOP-FLITE XL WOODS

Maximize potential with the XL Driver, Fairway Wood and Hybrid clubs. The large, 460cc head on
the Driver features a geometric construction to reduce aerodynamic drag for incredible club head
speeds and performance. A 10.5° loft for men configuration and low Center of Gravity placement
generates quicker, higher launch and longer flight for unrivaled playability. A lightweight graphite
shaft and tacky rubber grip enhance the quality of the Top Flite® XL Clubs

HYBRID: TFCH001

DRIVER: TFCD001

FAIRWAY: TFCF001

DRIVER SPECS:
Loft: 10.5°
Lie: 56°
Length: 44.5"
Head Volume: 460cc
Available in Right
and Left Hand

3 WOOD SPECS:
Loft: 15°
Lie: 59°
Length: 43.5"
Head Volume: 200cc
Available in Right
and Left Hand

4 HYBRID SPECS:
Loft: 21°
Lie: 60°
Length: 39.5"
Head Volume: 115cc
Available in Right
and Left Hand.
5 HYBRID SPECS:
Loft: 24°
Lie: 61°
Length: 39"
Head Volume: 110cc
Available in Right
and Left Hand.

FEATURES:
FEATURES:

FEATURES:

Large 460cc club head is the largest allowed by the
USGA for enhanced forgiveness and playability
Geometric construction reduces aerodynamic drag
for increased club head speeds and distance
10.5° loft generates exceptional launch
characteristics for superior distance and ball flight
Low Center of Gravity placement encourages faster
launch for unrivaled playability
Uniflex Graphite Shaft further optimizes club head
speed and overall distance
Tacky rubber grip provides great feel and grip
security through the stroke
Headcover included for protection in between uses

Sleek 200cc club head suitable for use from the
tee or fairway for incredible versatility
Aerodynamic head construction reduces drag for
added head speeds and distance
Low Center of Gravity placement encourages
faster launch for added playability
Uniflex Graphite Shaft further optimizes club head
speed and overall distance
Tacky rubber grip provides great feel and grip
security through the stroke
Headcover included for protection in between uses

Designed to replace hard-to-hit long irons and
improve distance gapping for added performance
Aerodynamic head construction reduces drag for
added head speeds and distance
Low Center of Gravity placement encourages
faster launch for added playability
Uniflex Graphite Shaft further optimizes club
head speed and overall distance
Tacky rubber grip provides great feel and grip
security through the stroke
Headcover included for protection in between
uses
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TOP-FLITE XL WOODS

Maximize potential with the Women’s XL Driver, Fairway Wood and Hybrid clubs. The large,
460cc head on the Driver features a geometric construction to reduce aerodynamic drag for
incredible club head speeds and performance. A 12.5° loft for women configuration and low
Center of Gravity placement generates quicker, higher launch and longer flight for unrivaled
playability. A lightweight graphite shaft and tacky rubber grip enhance the quality of the Top
Flite® XL Clubs

HYBRID: TFCH002
FAIRWAY: TFCF002
DRIVER: TFCD002

DRIVER SPECS:
Loft: 12.5°
Lie: 56°
Length: 43"
Volume: 460cc
Right Hand Only

Large 460cc club head is the largest allowed by the USGA for
enhanced forgiveness and playability
Geometric construction reduces aerodynamic drag for increased
club head speeds and distance
12.5° loft generates exceptional launch characteristics for
superior distance and ball flight
Low Center of Gravity placement encourages faster launch for
unrivaled playability
Uniflex Graphite Shaft further optimizes club head speed and
overall distance

3 WOOD SPECS:
Loft: 15°
Lie: 59°
Length: 42"
Volume: 200cc
Right Hand Only

Sleek 200cc club head suitable for use from the tee
or fairway for incredible versatility
Aerodynamic head construction reduces drag for
added head speeds and distance
Low Center of Gravity placement encourages
faster launch for added playability
Uniflex Graphite Shaft further optimizes club head
speed and overall distance

Tacky rubber grip provides great feel and grip security through
the stroke

Tacky rubber grip provides great feel and grip
security through the stroke

Headcover included for protection in between uses

Headcover included for protection in between uses
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4 HYBRID SPECS:
Loft: 21°
Lie: 60°
Length: 38.5"
Volume: 115cc
Available in Right
Hand only
5 HYBRID SPECS:
Loft: 24°
Lie: 61°
Length: 38"
Head Volume: 110cc
Available in Right
Hand only
Designed to replace hard-to-hit long irons and
improve distance gapping for added performance
Aerodynamic head construction reduces drag for
added head speeds and distance
Low Center of Gravity placement encourages
faster launch for added playability
Uniflex Graphite Shaft further optimizes club head
speed and overall distance
Tacky rubber grip provides great feel and grip
security through the stroke
Headcover included for protection in between uses

TOP-FLITE TOUR WOODS

Confidently set-up for long par 5s with Top Flite’s Tour Drivers, Fairway Woods and Hybrids. The geometrically designed club
head reduces drag for increased head speed and distance. A low and forward Center of Gravity placement promotes
heightened launch and lower spin for optimized trajectory and control. The Aldila NV Graphite Shaft and sleek matte black
finish equips the Top Flite® Tour Clubs with remarkable quality.
Available in Men’s Right Hand and Left Hand. Senior or Women’s Flex RH Only

Men’s

Senior

Women’s

DRIVER Product Code: TFCD004
Available in 9.5° or 10.5° - R Flex

DRIVER Product Code: TFCD003
Available in 10.5° - A Flex

DRIVER Product Code: TFCD005
Available in 12° - L Flex

FAIRWAY Product Code: TFCF004
Available in a 3 and 5 Fairway wood

FAIRWAY Product Code: TFCF003
Available in a 3 and 5 Fairway wood

FAIRWAY Product Code: TFCF006
Available in a 3 and 5 Fairway wood

HYBRID Product Code: TFCH004
Available in a 3, 4 and 5 Hybrid

HYBRID Product Code: TFCH003
Available in a 3, 4 and 5 Hybrid

HYBRID Product Code: TFCH005
Available in a 3, 4 and 5 Hybrid

9.5° SPECS:
Loft: 9.5°
Lie: 59°
Length: 45.5"
Head Volume: 460cc
Swing Weight: D3

10.5° SPECS:
Loft: 10.5°
Lie: 59°
Length: 45.5"
Head Volume: 460cc
Swing Weight: D3

10.5° SPECS:
Loft: 10.5°
Lie: 59°
Length: 45.5"
Head Volume: 460cc
Swing Weight: D2

12.5° SPECS:
Loft: 12.5°
Lie: 59°
Length: 44.5"
Head Volume: 460cc
Swing Weight: C8

Men’s LH Fairway woods only availble in 3 Wood. Product Code TFCF005
R
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TOP-FLITE JUNIOR CLUBS

The XL Junior Clubs are designed to meet your Junior Golfers needs as they learn the
game of Golf.
The Driver is designed with a low-profile head for a low center of gravity, generating
higher, longer and straighter shots from the tee or fairway. Top Flite's youth driver has a
shaft with a unique junior flex to maximize clubhead speed.
The 8 iron is designed with a wide sole to lower the center of gravity, generating a
higher, longer, and straighter shot. The youth iron is designed with a junior flex and
lightweight composite shaft to maximize clubhead speed.
The PW features a wide sole to lower the center of gravity, which helps juniors hit higher,
longer and straighter shots. Designed with a lightweight shaft and a rubber grip that
teaches correct hand position, the Top Flite Junior Wedge will enable the youth golfer to
get the ball up, out and close to the pin.
The Putter is designed with an oversized head for increase forgiveness. It also has
alignment lines, helping junior golfers easily visualize a putting line to the hole.
Product Code: TFCJ001
Driver: 5-8 Yrs or with a
height ranging from 46'' - 52''

Product Code: TFCJ002
8 Iron & PW: 5-8 Yrs or with a
height ranging from 46'' - 52''

Product Code: TFCJ003
Putter: 5-8 Yrs or with a
height ranging from 46'' - 52''

Product Code: TFCJ004
Driver: 9-12 Yrs with a height
of 53'' and above

Product Code: TFCJ005
8 Iron & PW: 9-12 Yrs with a height
of 53'' and above

Product Code: TFCJ006
Available in Left and Right Hand
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Putter: 9-12 Yrs with a height
of 53'' and above

MEN'S GOLF GLOVES

The Maxfli Copper Fit glove with embedded copper mesh
features compression technology, promoting support for
muscles and joints during play. The unique, Silicone
Textured Palm enhances grip in all weather conditions.
Breathable construction provides a comfortable,
consistent fit. One size universal fit glove is available in
White or Black. Sold individually
Product Code:MXG0007

The Maxfli® Universal Fit Golf Glove has a
synthetic leather palm that provides the
perfect combination of durability, feel and
comfort. The digitized pattern on the palm
offers enhanced gripping power in all
weather conditions. The Maxfli one-size
glove provides a comfortable, universal fit
for any hand size. Lightweight, flexible
mesh material enhances breathability while
providing a consistent fit.
Sold individually.
Assorted Colors: White, Black, Red,
Orange, Blue, Green
Product Code:MXG0006
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TOP-FLITE GAMER GOLF GLOVES

Compete at a high level while wearing a Top-Flite Gamer Golf Glove.
Premium Cabretta leather palm and thumb elements create soft feel and
increased durability in primary stress areas. Strategically located,
breathable cool mesh panels enhance air circulation while maximizing
range of motion and flexibility. Comfortable wrist elastic elements and a
hook-and-loop angled tab closure deliver a personalized fit with the Top
Flite® Gamer Golf Glove.
Sold individually

Synthetic microfiber construction offers an exceptional fit and
superior grip in all conditions
Premium Cabretta leather palm patch and thumb provide a soft
feel and increased durability
Breathable cool mesh panels on the knuckles maximizes
ventilation while enhancing flexibility
Comfortable wrist elastic construction allows for unhindered range
of motion
Hook-and-loop angled tab closure system provides a more
customized fit

Left Hand: M,ML,L,XL
Product Code:TFG0018

Right Hand M, ML, L, XL
Product Code:TFG0020
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Cadet Left Hand: M,ML,L,XL
Product Code:TFG0019
Cadet sizes are designed for wider hands and
shorter fingers

TOP-FLITE GLOVES

Confidently grip the club while wearing a Top Flite® Golf glove. Synthetic leather and
microfiber materials improve range of motion while ensuring a secure grip. Cabretta
leather palm and thumb panels provide enhanced durability and ideal range of motion
throughout the stroke. Strategically placed stretch fabric across the fingers and knuckles
pair with a hook and loop closure to equip the Top Flite® Golf Glove with unmatched
comfort. Sold Individually
Synthetic leather and microfiber construction improves range of motion
Cool mesh material increases breathability and air flow for a comfortably cool fit
Cabretta leather palm patch and thumb reinforcement for flexibility and durability
Strategically placed stretch fabric across fingers and knuckles for added comfort
Hook and loop closure tab ensures a reliably secure fit

LEFT HAND S,M,ML,L,XL, XXL

Product Code:TFG0022
LH CADET S,M,ML,L,XL, XXL

Product Code:TFG0024
Cadet sizes are designed for wide
hands and shorter fingers

RIGHT HAND M,ML,L,XL

Product Code:TFG0026
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TOP-FLITE 3PK GLOVES

Blend an exceptional fit and superior comfort with Tech Golf Gloves. Each glove features a
premium Cabretta leather palm patch and thumb for soft feel and increased
durability in primary stress areas. Breathable cool mesh on the knuckles
allows for air circulation while promoting range of motion and flexibility.
A hook-and-loop angled tab closure and comfortable wrist elastic
design creates a customized fit with Top Flite® Tech Golf Gloves.

Synthetic microfiber construction offers an exceptional
fit and superior grip in all conditions
Premium Cabretta leather palm patch and thumb
provide a soft feel and increased durability
Breathable cool mesh on the knuckles leaves hand
feeling cool while enhancing flexibility
Comfortable wrist elastic construction allows for
unhindered range of motion
Hook-and-loop angled tab closure system for a
customized fit
3-Pack includes 3 of the same golf glove

LEFT HAND S,M,ML,L,XL

Product Code:TFG0014
LH CADET S,M,ML,L,XL

Product Code:TFG0015
Cadet sizes are designed for wide
hands and shorter fingers

RIGHT HAND M,ML,L,XL

Product Code:TFG0016
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TOP-FLITE HYDRO TAC GLOVES

Perform at a high level when poor weather strikes with Top Flite® Rain Gloves. These lightweight
gloves feature Aerolite palms and fingers designed to help golfers maintain a solid grip throughout
the stroke. Breathable antimicrobial materials eliminate odor and allow for lasting freshness after
each use. An easy pull on design with hook and loop closure promotes a secure fit and outfits Top
Flite® Men's Rain Gloves with reliable quality.
Lightweight gloves designed to help golfers maintain grip traction in wet conditions
Palm and fingers constructed of Aerolite material to provide feel and control
Constructed of breathable antimicrobial materials for lasting freshness
Easy pull on design with hook and loop closure for a snug feel
Pair comes with a left and right hand glove
Product Code:TFG0013
Available in S, M, ML, LG, XL & XXL
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TOP-FLITE WOMEN'S FLAWLESS GOLF GLOVES

Elegantly outperform the competition with a Flawless Golf Glove. Constructed of a soft, yet durable combination of
materials, the Flawless Glove features mesh equipped with SpaceMaster UV technology for protection and
temperature control. Perforated palm and mesh elements maintain a secure grip while creating superior
breathability. Elastic wrist elements and a hook-and-loop closure equip Top Flite® Flawless Golf Gloves for a
customized fit.

Mesh equipped with SpaceMaster
UV technology for protection
and temperature control

Hook-and-loop angled tab
closure system provides a
more customized fit

Perforated palm and
mesh elements create
enhanced breathability
and air circulation

PRODUCT CODE: TFG0029

Sizes Available
Women’s Left Hand
Small, Medium, Large
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Comfortable wrist elastic
construction allows for
unhindered range of motion

TOP-FLITE WOMEN'S GLOVES

Blend an exceptional fit and superior comfort with Tech Golf Gloves. Each
glove features a premium Cabretta leather palm patch and thumb for soft feel
and increased durability in primary stress areas. Breathable cool mesh on the
knuckles allows for air circulation while promoting range of motion and
flexibility. A hook-and-loop angled tab closure and comfortable wrist elastic
design creates a customized fit with Top Flite® Tech Golf Gloves.
3-Pack includes 1 White/Peach, 1 White/Blue & 1 White/Purple glove
Cool mesh construction
increases breathability

VELCRO® closure tab

Synthetic leather
with microfiber construction for mobility

Cabretta leather palm path and thumb
for flexibility and durability

Canadian Code
PRODUCT CODE: TFG0017
USA Code
PRODUCT CODE: TFG0027

Sizes Available
Women’s Left Hand
Small, Medium, Large

3pk Colors: Blue, Peach & Purple
3 PACK CONTAINS ONE OF EACH COLOR
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TOP-FLITE JUNIOR GOLF GLOVES

Cool mesh construction
increases breathability

Experience the perfect blend of comfort and grip in the Junior Tech Glove. This glove
blends premium cabretta leather, spandex and microfiber technology for all-around
performance. The palm and thumb provide soft feel and grip while the spandex panels
allow flexibility. The microfiber synthetic leather makes the Top Flite® Tech Golf Glove
breathable.
AVAILABLE IN LEFT HAND. RIGHT HAND AVAILABLE IN BLACK TRIM ONLY

VELCRO®
closure tab

Colors: Blue, Black, Red & Pink
Enhanced grip traction and strength
Cool mesh construction
Synthetic leather with microfiber design
One Size fits all

Synthetic leather
with microfiber
construction for mobility

PRODUCT CODE: TF16JRG
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MAXFLI PUSH CARTS

Experience unrivaled convenience with the Edge 3-Wheel Push Cart. This lightweight cart
features a 3-step assembly/disassembly process, highlighted by red handles, for remarkably
easy engagement. An adjustable, padded grab handle sits next to the golf ball, scorecard and
beverage holder for unhindered access to on-course accessories. Customizable bag
brackets, an easy to engage foot brake and rugged wheels all simplify the walking
experience.

FEATURES:
Lightweight, durable construction allows for greater convenience and quality
Padded console features golf ball, beverage and scorecard storage options
Adjustable grab handle allows for maximized comfort and ease of use
Adjustable bag brackets securely accommodate most cart and stand bags
Easy-to-engage foot brake system keeps the cart in place during round
Rugged, oversized tires with tread ensure stability on a variety of terrain
3-step assembly/disassembly highlighted by red handles for ease of use
Folds into ultra-compact triangle for low-profile, hassle-free storage

Product Code:MX387
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MAXFLI PUSH CARTS

The Maxfli One Click Golf Cart opens and closes at the press of a button. The
aluminum and steel structure ensures a lightweight, yet durable build to meet the
demands of the golf course. The oversized wheels and ergonomic, padded handle
allows you to easily navigate your way around the course. Scorecard holder
features a beverage holder and storage locations for golf balls, tees, pencil and
accessories.

OPENS AND CLOSES AT
THE PRESS OF A BUTTON
UNFOLDING THE CART:
Just press the One-Click button
and pull up on the handle until
you hear it “CLICK!” into place
COLLAPSING THE CART:
Just press the One-Click button
and press forward on the handle
until it folds up and locks into
place with a “CLICK!”

FEATURES:
Collapsible Design with one-click button for easy set-up and compact storage
Aluminum and steel structure ensures a lightweight, yet durable build to meet
all the demands of the golf course
Upper and lower bungee system adjusts to keep your bag secure
3 Oversized wheels and ergonomic, padded handle easily move cart to and
from green
Scorecard holder features a beverage holder and storage locations for golf
balls, tees, pencil and accessories.

Product Code:MX421
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TOP-FLITE PUSH CARTS

Enjoy a hassle-free round of golf with the Top Flite® 3-Wheel 360
Push Cart. Its 3-wheel design provides you with an easy way to
control the cart, and the strap holders keep your cart bag secure for
the duration of your round and beyond. Its convenient cup holder and
storage bag give you extra space for the essentials and the foam
steering handle offers lasting comfort. Easy to collapse, this push cart
easily fits in various storage spaces.
Deluxe cart features cup holder and storage compartment
3-wheel design allows for easy control
Fully collapsible for convenient storage
Cart straps for a secure hold
Ergonomic foam padded steering handle for comfort
High-strength support cable for stability and durability while
holding golf bag

Effortlessly navigate the course with
the 2-Wheel Push Cart. The durable
aluminum frame features high strength
support cables for long-lasting quality.
A molded, oversized top grip handle
features a scorecard holder, pencil
clip, and ball storage elements to keep
important on-course accessories
within reach at all times. Oversized
9" wheels ensure superior
maneuverability and equip the Top
Flite® 2-Wheel Push Cart with
superior ease-of-use.
Available in Black Only

Product Code:TF2BLK
Product Code:TF3360SIL
Product Code:TF3360BLK
Available in Black or Silver
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Available in Black or Silver

Make your way around the course with
everything at hand when you use the Top
Flite® 3-Wheel Push Cart. Designed to
carry your cart bag, this push cart comes
equipped with a cup, golf ball, tee and pen
holders, so you have everything you need
to last you a day on the green. The
ergonomic foam padded steering handle
and the 3-wheel design offer an easy way
to get from hole to hole. Fully collapsible,
this cart is easy to store when not in use.

Product Code:TF3BLK
Product Code:TF3SIL

TOP-FLITE TRAVEL COVERS

Remain at ease when traveling knowing your golf equipment is safe in a Top-Flite Travel Cover.

GAMER FEATURES:
Durable construction keeps clubs safe during travel.
Overstuffed padding with foam-backed polyester top
protects your clubs.
Easily load and unload clubs with wide-open zipper
design.
Two external pockets provide additional storage.
Premium molded bottom adds durability.
Effortlessly maneuver cover using smooth rolling wheels.
Quickly recognize your bag using the ID card window.

TF160 FEATURES:
Available
in all Black
or Black & Blue

Fully padded interior with a foam wrap secures your golf bag in
place and protects your clubs.
Load and unload clubs with easy open design.
Multiple lift handles allow for comfortable carry.
External compartment holds golf shoes.
Premium molded bottom adds durability.
Easily maneuver cover using smooth rolling wheels.
Quickly recognize your bag using the ID card window.

• Durable nylon construction
• Mesh paneling provides ventilation
• Internal accessory pocket stores
valuables or acts as a shoe divider
• Convenient carry handle

Product Code:TF16OPPTRVL
Product Code: TF16SHOE

Product Code:TF16GMRTRVL
ACCESSORIES
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MAXFLI TRAVEL COVERS

Transport equipment safely with the Hybrid Hard Top Travel Cover. A
hardcase top constructed of heavy-duty material combines with a tearresistant 1680D ballistic nylon body to keep contents secure. 2 large
external pockets provide additional storage potential for footwear and
other important accessories. The sturdy molded base construction and
premium inline skate wheels equip the Maxfli® Hybrid Hard Top Travel
Cover with remarkable quality. Bag weighs approximately 8 pounds.

Heavy-duty dual
zippers provide
additional security

Hardcase top constructed of heavy-duty
materials prevents club damage during travel

Tear-resistant 1680D ballistic nylon body
construction keeps contents safe and secure

2 large external pockets feature heavy-duty
zippers and provide additional gear storage

Premium molded base construction
provides a sturdy foundation
Premium inline skate wheels allow for hassle-free mobility
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Body can be folded into hardcase
top for more compact storage

Product Code:MX16HYBTRVL

MAXFLI UMBRELLAS

Double Canopy 62”& 68”
Be prepared for the inclement weather to hit
at any moment when you use the Maxfli® 68" &
62” Umbrella. The double canopy design holds
up against strong winds, and the 100% waterrepellent nylon fabric keeps the rain from
dripping through. The simple design with
the Maxfli® branding adds a classic
look to your golfing gear.
68” UMBRELLA - BLACK / GREY

68” UMBRELLA - BLACK / RED

Product Code:MX239

Product Code:MX240

62” UMBRELLA - BLACK / BLACK

Product Code:MX186

62” UMBRELLA - BLUE / BLUE

Product Code:MX187

Measuring approximately 58", this golf umbrella
features a water-repellant nylon canopy to keep
the elements from ruining your round. The durable
fiberglass frame construction delivers unrelenting
reliability when you need it most. A foam padded
grab handle and easy open design allow for grip
security and fast engagement as you play through
the storm.

68” UMBRELLA - BLACK / BLACK

Product Code:MX252

Prepare for anything nature has in store
with the Performance Series SQUAREBRELLA Golf Umbrella. A unique
SQUARE canopy, constructed of
high-strength nylon, features a
SPF 30 UV rating and features
vented panels for remarkably
reliable protection in any
conditions. The durable
fiberglass shaft ensures
you remain covered as
high winds strike. A
premium molded grab
handle with auto open
button allows for fast
engagement in
unexpected weather.

Product Code:MX386

Product Code:MX384
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MAXFLI PRACTICE AIDS

Perfect your swing at home
without destroying your front yard
with the Maxfli® Dual Height Golf
Mat. Its durable rubber base
keeps the mat in place. The two
different synthetic grass heights
simulate fairway and rough lie
shots, allowing you to become a
pro at chipping and teeing off.

Product Code: MX105

Practice your swing or putt with the Maxfli® 3’ x 5’ Hitting Mat. This mat comes
designed to resemble Bermuda grass, giving it a real feel and appearance as you
putt, and the 3/8" foam padding makes it ideal for both outdoor and indoor use.
Four tee holes come indented in the mat, giving you various options to practice
where you tee.

Product Code: MX226

Perfect your chipping and drive
with the Maxfli® Rough and
Fairway Practice Mat. The different
measured grass lengths help to
simulate the rough and fairway,
and the 2' x 2' mat does not take
up too much room to practice. A
long-lasting rubber practice tee
comes with this mat, allowing you
to develop consistency in your tee
shot.

Product Code: MX227
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Take advantage of practicing at home instead of the range with the Maxfli®
7x9 Hitting Net. This training accessory easily sets up and breaks down, and
allows you to practice your hitting and perfect your swing in the comfort of your
backyard. Measuring at 9' x 7', this hitting net covers a lot of space to ensure
your golf balls do not travel into your neighbor's yard.

Product Code: MX109

Elevate on-course performance by training with
the Performance Series Hitting Mat.
Constructed of premium-quality turf
material, this mat provides a realistic
feel for practice that translates onto the
course. A built-in tee holder and rubber
base design combine to further promote a
hassle-free training session. Suitable for
either indoor or outdoor use, the Maxfli®
Performance Series Hitting Mat helps golfers
develop skills on the go.

Product Code: MX357

MAXFLI PRACTICE AIDS

Designed to improve chipping
and short wedge shots
Practice your chipping skills in your backyard
with the Maxfli® 23" Chipping Net. This training
aid features 3 different chipping brackets to
help you with different situations and
challenges.
The net easily goes from 23" in diameter to 7"
in diameter, allowing for personal
customization.

Fine-tune your short game with the Dual Practice Chipping
Net. This training aid is a must-have for serious golfers and
features a side with 1 large opening for general target
practice and a side with 3 smaller openings
for precision practice. An internal net
catches all balls successfully hit into the
openings, while the heavy-duty stitching
helps this net stand up to the most
intense training.
The collapsible
design allows for
compact storage.

Product Code: MX136

Build precision on the putting surface with the Automatic
Putting Mat. A premium, non-directional putting surface
provides a realistic practice experience, while distance
markings help golfers practice short, mid and long
range putts. The gravity feed golf ball return system
runs the length of the mat and keeps your training
session on track and hassle free. Develop feel
on the green by practicing with the Maxfli®
Automatic Putting Mat.

Product Code: MX362
MAXFLI PRACTICE AIDS

Premium, non-directional putting
surface for accurate practice
and durability

Sharpen your putting skills
year-round with the
Maxfli® Auto Ball Return.
Its slight incline allows you
to develop a stronger
putting stroke, and the
center alignment provides
an easy way to perfect
your aim. The automatic
return conveniently sends
the ball back to you . Add
this Maxfli® ball return to
your office or home and
better your skills for the
fairway.

Distance markings
help golfers practice
short, mid and long
range putting
Gravity feed
golf ball
return system
adds convenience to practice
Removable cup insert included
Mat measures 9” x 12”

Product Code: MX354

Product Code: MX106

Get the on-course
experience as you improve
your game with the Putt Cup
and Flag. Designed to act as
a realistic target, this set
includes a regulation putting
cup for an improved
practice experience.
A flag and pin act as
the perfect target,
whether you are fine
tuning putting accuracy or
developing a sound short
game.

Product Code: MX237
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MAXFLI PRACTICE AIDS

Turn your backyard into the green by adding the
Maxfli® Flag Pole and Cup Set. The flag pole
comes easy to assemble and disassemble with
only four poles that slide in together. The 6' pole
easily sticks into the ground, and the regulation
size cup can be set right next to it so you can
perfect your final putt. This Maxfli® flag and cup
set is the perfect way to pass time after a long day
at the office.

Product Code: MX108

Better your alignment and swing with the Maxfli® Pole Alignment. This training
aid is designed to be a visual guide to help you focus on your swing and
pinpoint what you are doing correct and incorrect. You can easily place
one or two of the poles in a formation that focuses on different
aspects of your swing, making it easier to learn proper
technique and develop consistency.

Product Code: MX218

Includes 3 poles
Each pole measure 36" in length

Increase accuracy from anywhere on the course with Collapsible Alignment
Sticks. Designed to improve alignment, swing path, and aim with clubs
ranging from the driver to putter, these sticks act as visual guides
when aiming and swinging the club. The segmented
construction allows golfers to easily fold the sticks
and store them in the golf bag. Maxfli®
Collapsible Alignment Sticks are made
of fiberglass materials for quality and
durability.

Product Code: MX236

Develop proper swing technique with the
Weighted Swing Trainer. Designed to touch on
aspects of the swing, this trainer teaches proper
grip and wrist action, while also building
strength to increase swing speed. A shaped grip
forces hands into the proper grip position for
visual reinforcement. The weighted design
works to build strength and teach proper wrist
action. Work toward a perfect golf swing with
the Maxfli® Weighted Swing Trainer.

Product Code: MX235

Improve your hitting skills with the Maxfli®
Yellow Wiffle Balls. These packs comes with 18
wiffle balls in a mesh bag, which makes for easy
storage. The lightweight balls simulate the flight of
real golf balls. Enjoy endless hours of play in your
backyard with this Maxfli® yellow wiffle ball pack.

Keep your golf balls at hand during
practice with the Maxfli® Range Golf
Bucket. This ball bucket comes
designed with a flat bottom to
prevent from tipping. Crafted with
a handle, this bucket is easy and
convenient to carry to and from the
range, and the durable finish keeps
this bucket in pristine
shape.

Product Code: MX225

Perfect your swing at home with the Maxfli® Yellow Foam
Balls. These balls are designed to simulate the flight of an
actual golf ball, and the bright color makes it easy to find
after you work on your golf stroke. The included mesh bag
offers easy storage when the balls are not in use, and the
zipper closure provides a secure hold.

Product Code: MX158
Product Code: MX142

Product Code: MX141

Keep all of your practice balls in one location with the Maxfli®
Mesh Practice Ball Bag. This set comes with 12 foam balls
and 24 wiffle balls, providing you with a multitude of options to
practice your drive. Designed with two compartments, this bag
keeps your foam balls and wiffle balls separated for
convenience, and each compartment closes with VELCRO®
for secure storage.

Product Code: MX117
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For a faster and more efficient way to
gather golf balls after practice, utilize
the Maxfli® Deluxe Shag Bag. It
quickly grabs the golf ball with the clip
grips at the bottom and stores them in
the nylon bag. A zippered closure on
the nylon bag secures the balls. Able
to hold up to 75 golf balls, this shag
bag is ideal for a day of practice.

Product Code: MX145

For a fast and efficient way to
gather golf balls after practice,
utilize the light weight Maxfli Golf
Ball Shagging Tube. Just press
the tube onto the top of the golf
ball to use. Quick release
mechanism releases balls for
additional practice. Holds 21
practice golf balls.

Product Code: MX211

MAXFLI TEES

Maximize distance and accuracy on every tee shot with Maxfli® Performance Series Low
Resistance Golf Tees. This combo pack features tees designed for use with metalwoods
and irons for targeted performance. The 4-prong design reduces club face contact and golf
ball drag for maximized distance and accuracy from the tee. Optimal Launch System cues
along the tee shaft to help golfers achieve consistent height and trajectory.

50 Pack includes:
40 - 2 ¾" tees
10 - 1 ½" tees

50 Pack includes:
40 - 3 ¼" tees
10 - 1 ½" tees

Product Code: MX374

Swing with confidence when you use
the Maxfli® 2 3/4" Mixed Berry Golf
Tees Pack. This bright-colored tee
assortment comes with 100 pieces
to last you through multiple rounds.
The longer tee length enables you to
use them for your driver or to
accommodate your irons on shorter
tee shots.

Product Code: MX185
The Maxfli® 3.25" White Golf Tees
Pack adds a low-profile style to your
game. This tee assortment comes
with 100 pieces, perfect for lasting
you through multiple golf rounds.
Optimal length for your driver and
fairway woods also makes a great
alternative for the occasional iron tee
shot.

Product Code: MX191

Product Code: MX375

Tee up your golf ball in style with the
Maxfli® 2 3/4'' Assorted Golf Tees.
These red, white and blue colored
tees are sure to liven up your swing.
Specially designed to be the optimal
length for your driver and fairway
woods but are perfect for teeing up
the occasional iron tee shot.

Product Code: MX169
Maximize performance from the tee box with Maxfli®
Flex Cup Golf Tees. Each flexible, wide mouth tee
promotes easy ball placement. Burying
the bottom part of the tee
puts the golf ball at the
perfect height for a
blend of distance and
performance. A durable
plastic construction stands
up to the fastest swing
speeds and allows for multiple uses.

Product Code: MX378

Tee up your golf ball in low-profile
style with the Maxfli® 2 ¾" White
Tees. These clean, white tees have
a classic look that complements any
golf swing. Specially designed to be
the optimal length for your driver
and fairway woods but are perfect
for teeing up the occasional iron tee
shot.

Product Code: MX172

The Step-Up Martini Golf Tees
are sure to give golfers longer,
straighter drives and consistent
ball height. Martini Tees are
made from a proprietary polymer
resin blend, to last a lot longer
than old-fashioned wooden tees,
it is the only martini that will
improve your driving.

Product Code: SMX5PK
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MAXFLI TOWELS & BRUSHES

Keep your golf gear in pristine
condition when you use the
Maxfli® Deluxe Cotton Towel.
The soft cotton material quickly
absorbs moisture and cleans
your clubs of dirt from the green.
The metal carabineer at the top
corner of the 16" x 24" towel
easily attaches to your golf bag
for quick and easy access. The
all-over colors gives your gear a
classic, simple look on the
green.
Grey

Keep your gear in optimal
condition with the Maxfli®
Microfiber Golf Towel.
Constructed of soft
microfiber material, this
towel features an
absorbent waffle pattern
and is designed to
effortlessly remove debris
from your clubs without
harming their finish. A
durable carabineer allows
golfers to secure the towel
to any golf bag or cart for
at-once access. Colorcontrasting detail adds a
flash of style to the Maxfli®
Microfiber Golf Towel.

Product Code: MX148
Black

Product Code: MX146
Red

Product Code: MX245

Black/Red

Product Code: MX382

Blue

Navy/Grey

Product Code: MX383

Product Code: MX147

Keep your clubs in likenew condition with the
Maxfli® Compact Aqua Brush.
Synthetic, heavy-duty bristles
combine with a built-in water reservoir to effortlessly
remove caked in dirt and grass for peak
performance on your next shot. A durable clip
securely attaches the device to your bag or
cart, while the retractable cord ensures
the device stays in place. The durable
plastic construction and ergonomic grip
maximize convenience and quality.
Product Code: MX364
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Keep your clubs swing ready by
cleaning them with the Maxfli® Deluxe
Club Brush. Designed with dual brass
and nylon bristles, this brush quickly
cleans your clubs, keeping them in pristine
condition. The small size easily fits in your golf bag
when not in use, perfect for having when on the go,
and the rubber grip offers a comfortable feel as you
clean.

Product Code: MX128

Take care of your clubs after every
use with the Maxfli® Groover Brush.
Its metal bristles easily get rid of dirt
and grass from your irons, keeping them in
pristine condition. The built-in stainless steel groove
cleaner folds out for easy cleaning, and the small size
makes this club brush easy to store in your golf bag.

Product Code: MX143

Keep your golf gear in pristine
condition by using the Maxfli®
Dual Wire Brush. This cleaning
accessory conveniently clips onto
your golf bag
so you can
grab it as
needed. The
nylon bush on
one side takes
care of your
drivers and
irons, and the
stainless steel
brush on the
other side
keeps your golf
cleats clean
from the
green's dirt and
grass.

Product Code: MX121

After a long practice session
at the range, clean the mat
scuffs off your clubs with the
Maxfli Range Brush. The
retractable cord allows you to
keep the brush stationary,
eliminating the risk of losing it.
Strong wire bristles quickly
remove marks so your clubs
stay looking like new.

Product Code: MX241

MAXFLI MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

Simplify golf ball retrieval on the green with
the Magnetic Golf Ball Pick-Up. This
compact, easy-to-use device screws into the
butt end of your putter for at-hand usability on
the green. Simply unfold the arms and grasp
the golf ball from the hole or putting surface.
After you retrieve the ball, fold the arms back
into the device to prevent interference during
your next stroke.

Product Code: MX366

Comfortably claim your golf ball
from the hole with the Maxfli®
Golf Ball Pick-Up. This easy-touse device attaches to the butt
end of standard putter grips for
at-once usability. Once you've
holed out, use the 3pronged design to retrieve
your golf ball without
bending down. A durable
plastic construction
ensures this device adds
convenience for rounds to
come.

Product Code: MX365

Gear up your golfer for the course with a
Premium Golf Accessory Pack. The
perfect gift for any golfer, this pack
features a dual wire brush designed to
easily remove dirt and debris while
protecting the club's finish. A metal flip
action divot tool and hat clip with magnetic
ball marker combine to make the green
routine easier than ever before. 6 high
quality plastic golf tees provide lasting
durability and ensure excellent tee-game
performance.

Product Code: MX407

Keep a close eye on your round by
tracking performance with the
Maxfli® Score Caddy.
Constructed of durable
plastic material, this
compact device
comfortably fits into your
hand and tracks strokes
taken, holes played and
total score. A heavyduty clip reliably
secures the device to
your belt or golf bag, allowing
you to effortlessly keep tabs on your round.

Product Code: MX367

Keep your putter at hand as
you approach the green
while using the Maxfli®
Putter Holder. Designed to
securely hold your putter
outside of your golf bag, this
clip provides a storage
alternative to putters with
larger oversized grips. A
durable plastic construction
ensures the Maxfli® Putter
Holder will add convenience
to your game for rounds to
come.

Product Code: MX370
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MAXFLI RETRIEVERS & HEADCOVERS

Measuring in at 6’ when fully extended,
this device features a spring-loaded
head mechanism, allowing golfers to
easily secure golf balls from water or
other hazards.

Product Code: MX331

Extend the life of your favorite golf club by
protecting it with a Maxfli® Fairway
Headcover. This sleek headcover is
constructed of textured nylon and mesh
materials for remarkable durability. The
long neck design protects the club's
shaft while preventing excess club
clatter during transportation.

Product Code: MX381
Keep your woods in course-ready
condition with the Deluxe Longneck
Headcovers. Constructed of
durable textured nylon and mesh
materials, this set comes with a
driver headcover and two wood
covers. The long neck design
extends from the headcover to protect
the club's shaft during transportation.
Product Code: MX157

Leave no golf ball behind with the Maxfli
Golf Ball Retriever. Measuring in at 12’
when fully extended, this device
features a spring-loaded head
mechanism, allowing golfers to easily
secure golf balls from water or other
hazards.
Product Code: MX333

This headcover features a long neck that also
protects the club's shaft. A structured
design allows this headcover to securely
fit to your club between uses.
Constructed of durable textured nylon
and mesh materials, the Maxfli®
Deluxe Hybrid Headcover keeps your
club looking brand new in eyecatching style.

Product Code: MX269
Extend the life of your favorite golf club by
protecting it with a Maxfli® Driver
Headcover. This sleek headcover is
constructed of textured nylon and mesh
materials for remarkable durability. The
long neck design protects the club's
shaft while preventing excess club
clatter during transportation. A fitted
design and color-contrast piping equips
the Maxfli® Driver Headcover with added style.
Product Code: MX380

Deluxe Zippered Iron Cover (10-Piece Set)
Prevent damage to your clubs with
Neoprene Iron Covers. Designed to
fit most standard sized iron heads,
these covers are constructed of
flexible neoprene materials that
tightly fit to your club's head. These
iron covers provide a quality barrier
around your clubheads.
Product Code: MX144
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Keep your gear protected by using
the Maxfli® Deluxe Zippered Iron
Covers. Equipped with 10 covers,
you can easily keep all your clubs
protected, and the numbers at the
top of each cover helps you to
easily identify which iron you
would like to use next.
Product Code: MX134

Enjoy a hassle-free round of golf with
the Maxfli® 6' Quick Trigger Retriever.
This accessory conveniently extends 6
feet to grab your golf ball in those hardto-reach places so you don't have to
bend or crouch anymore. The length
also makes it easy to reach a ball when
you hit it into water, and it easily fits into
your golf bag for easy storage.

Product Code: MX248

Mallet Putter

Product Code: MX137

Blade Putter

Product Code: MX126

Protect your favorite putter from
dings and scratches with the
Maxfli® Putter Cover. Designed to
fit most standard putters, this cover
is constructed of durable materials
for long-lasting protection. Extra
padding and soft interior materials
prevent scratches and marks in the
club's finish. The quality VELCRO®
hook and loop closure system
securely fixes this cover to your
putter.

Golf Bag Tube
Keep your golf gear
protected on and off the
course with the Maxfli® Golf
Bag Tube. The durable plastic
tube easily fits around the shafts of
your clubs, keeping your equipment
separated and protected from scraping
together. Product Code: MX101

MAXFLI MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

Enjoy your golf outing with a
few of your favorite drinks
when you use the Maxfli® 6Pack Cooler Bag. This cylinder
cooler comes with an
adjustable strap and a handle
at the top for easy carry.
Designed to keep your drinks
cold, this simple cooler is the
perfect addition to your game
this season.

Product Code: MX127

Stay cool and hydrated with the
Maxfli Golf Bag Cooler.
Keep your favorite
beverages ice cold from
the 1st tee to the 18th
green. Capable of
holding up to
10 cans plus ice so
you never run out of
refreshments - even on
that double bogey hole.
Easily clips onto your
golf bag or cart for
added convenience.

Product Code: MX207

Enjoy a day on the course
knowing your most prized
possessions are safe in
the Maxfli® Valuables
Pouch. Designed with
three compartments, the
zippered closure secures
the pouch before you
place it in your golf bag.
Making this golf
accessory the perfect
addition to your golf bag

Product Code: MX215

Metal Ball Marker and Hat Clip Set
Small accessory case designed to protect
valuable items. Constructed of durable
nylon material for reliable storage. Large
pocket suitable for cell phones, car keys
and other valuables. The padded interior
minimizes shock and keeps contents
secure while the heavy-duty zippered
closure provides superior protection. The
Carabineer clip allows for attachment to
your golf bag or cart

Product Code: MX335

Repair ball marks after sticking the
approach shot with the Maxfli Divot
Tool. An ergonomically designed
grip handle provides a comfortable
grip as you repair your ball mark.
The Divot Tool attaches to your
belt to keep your pockets clear. A
magnetic ball mark is attached for
easy and quick access.

Product Code: MX115

Keep your equipment dry when
adverse weather strikes with the
Maxfli® Rain Hood. Constructed of
water-repellant material, this rain
hood quickly and easily covers your
gear to keep it in excellent playing
condition. Reinforced seams
ensure the Maxfli® Rain Hood is
available and ready to go when you
need it most.

Product Code: MX390

Designed for convenience and
functionality, the Maxfli® Metal Ball
Marker and Hat Clip Set is the perfect
addition to your golf accessories. The
hat clip easily attaches to the brim of
your hat, and holds two ball markers.
Both markers conveniently clip on
and off the hat clip so you can use
them on the go without having to dig
through your golf bag.

Product Code: MX164

2-in-1 Divot Tool
and Ball Marker Set
Clean up any divots quickly and efficiently with
the Maxfli® Metal Retractable Divot Tool. Its
foldable design allows you to safely keep it
stored in your pocket during play. The
oversized handle provides comfort as you
clean the green or cleats, making this
divot tool the perfect addition to your
golf accessories.

Product Code: MX220

Enjoy a hassle-free round of golf with
the Maxfli® 2-in-1 Divot Tool and Ball
Marker Set. The two-prong style
provides an efficient way to clear divots
on the green, and its small size allows
for easy storage in your pocket or golf
bag. Clipped onto the top of the divot
tool is a ball marker that easily unclips
when needed to avoid searching
through your bag.

Product Code: MX222
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MAXFLI MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

The Maxfli® Golfer's Tape easily
adheres to your fingers to protect
against blisters and better your grip
without leaving sticky residue behind.
The stretch conforming elastic
material offers a comfortable fit,
perfect for utilizing at the range or on
the course.

Product Code: MX140

Keep your clubs in pristine condition after
every round with the Maxfli® Club
Maintenance Kit. Equipped with a metal club
cleaner, sponges, polishing cloth and polish
applications, your clubs will be the talk of the
course. The wire brush included in the kit is
ideal for irons and the nylon brush is ideal for
woods. Make sure your gear is course-ready
by using the Maxfli® Club Maintenance Kit.

Product Code: MX247

The Maxfli® Impact Tape adds the perfect
training aid to your practice on the course
or at the range. This tape easily adheres to
your iron and wood clubs, and pinpoints
where on the club you should hit the ball.
Perfect for gaining better accuracy and
distance and perfecting your form, you will
quickly be leading your course mates in an
eighteen-hole round.

Product Code: MX139

TSA Travel Lock
Work on perfecting your swing by
adding the Maxfli® Lead Tape to your
clubs. This tape easily sticks to any
club, adding weight. This is perfect
for practicing at the range.

Product Code: MX123

Avoid digging through your golf bag
before you tee off by using the Maxfli®
Golf Tee Carrier. This golf accessory
comes with 12 white tees and three ball
markers. The key chain clip at the top
easily attaches to your golf bag or pant
belt loop for quick and easy access.
Focus on the game at hand with this
useful golf tee carrier.

Product Code: MX209

Make trying to perfect your putt easier
when you use the Maxfli® Ball Marking
Kit. This kit includes a small sharpie pen
and a marking tool. Easily place the tool
on your golf ball and create a solid line
or x using the tool provided. This helps
you to align your putts better so you can
quickly sink one into the hole.

Product Code: MX156
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As you prepare to begin your day at
the course, make sure to warm up
with the Maxfli® Warm Up Weight.
The ring-shaped design easily fits
around the shaft and grip and slides
down to the club. The extra weight on
your club also increases your
flexibility and strength.

Product Code: MX120

Make your day on the course a little bit
easier with the Maxfli® Bead Counter.
The 10 moveable beads offer an easy
way to keep track of your score on each
hole. The key clip at the end easily
attaches to your golf bag or even your
pant belt loop for easy access.

Product Code: MX208

Ideal for practicing at the range
or in your backyard, the Maxfli® Rubber
Range Golf Tees make the perfect
addition to your practice accessories. The
rubber material works best on turf mats
or a flat surface, and you can properly
adjust the height of your ball off the tee to
perfect your hitting.

Product Code: MX125

Ensure your gear safely arrives at the
destination with a Maxfli® TSA Travel
Lock. This rugged lock allows TSA
officials to safely inspect your luggage
while keeping contents secure. Users
are able to set their own unique locking
combination using the easy-to-read
numbers for hassle-free protection.

Product Code: MX368

Be prepared at all times to mark your ball
during a round of golf with the Maxfli®
Fluorescent Ball Markers. This pack
comes with 12 neon-colored ball markers
and gives you multiple colors to choose
from. As the sun begins to set, don't worry
about not finding your ball marker, as it
works well with little light.

Product Code: MX118

Make sure to differentiate your golf ball
among your course mates' with the
Maxfli® Sharpie Pens Pack. This pack
includes one red and one black sharpie
pen. These pens can also be used for
easy alignment on the putting green so
you can perfect your game.

Product Code: MX131

PRIDESPORTS GOLF TEES
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CANADA

PRIDE BULK TEES

PRIDE DELUXE BULK TEES

Pride Golf Tees are offered in bulk both as individual
tees and in pre-packaged 15 count bags at an excellent value. Stock bulk tees
are available in White and Natural. Additional Colors Available in Black, Dk
Green, Red, Citrus Green, Citrus Orange, Citrus Pink, Citrus Mix and Standard
Mix. Custom Imprinting Available

Made of 100% solid hardwood, every Pride Deluxe Tee is engineered and
designed to provide maximum performance and durability. Offered in bulk
both as individual tees and in pre-packaged 15 count bags. Stock bulk tees
are available in White and Natural. Additional colors available in Red, Black,
Yellow, Orange, Dk. Green, Dk. Blue, Cherry Stain and Walnut Stain

23/4" 10,000 Bulk Box PS0216
31/4" 7,500 Bulk Box PS0216
23/4" 667 Bulk Prepackaged Bags PS0217
31/4" 500 Bulk Prepackaged Bags PS0217

21/8" 10,000 Bulk Box PS0218
23/4" 10,000 Bulk Box PS0219
31/4" 7,500 Bulk Box PS0220
21/8" 667 Bulk Prepackaged Bags PS0221
23/4" 667 Bulk Prepackaged Bags PS0223
31/4" 500 Bulk Prepackaged Bags PS0224

PRIDE PLASTIC BULK TEES

PRIDE PTS BULK TEES

Pride Plastic Tees are designed to last 5X longer than wooden tees.
These tees are perfect for golfers that want the traditional tee design
with a unique plastic blend that enables the tees to last longer.
Available in White.

Since 1950, Pride Golf Tee has been the No.1 manufacturer of golf tees in the
world.Made of 100% solid hardwood, every Pride Golf Tee is engineered and
designed to provide maximum performance and durability. Pride's Professional
Tee System (PTS) is a proprietary system of color coded golf tees that allows for
easy identification of length and appropriateness for various golf clubs.
Available in White and Natural

23/4" 5,000 Bulk Box PS0237
31/4" 5,000 Bulk Box PS0238
ProLength 23/4" 4,000 Refill Box PS0231
ProLength Plus 31/4" 3,000 Refill Box PS0232
ProLength Max 4" 2,000 Refill Box PS0233

Shortee 21/8" 10,000 Bulk Box PS0225
ProLength 23/4" 10,000 Bulk Box PS0226
ProLength 31/4" 10,000 Bulk Box PS0227
ProLength Max 4" 5,000 Bulk Box PS0228
Size Mix White Bulk Box PS0229
Shortee 21/8" 4,000 Refill Box PS0230

Custom Imprinting Available
Contact us for more details
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CLEATS | SOFTSPIKES®

SOFTSPIKES: STEALTH
The Softspikes Stealth Cleats is offered exclusively
in the PINS insert system. The low profile design allows
golfers to feel closer to the ground and harness their
highest level of balance and stability. Multi-material cleats
with advanced rotational design to counteract the forces
seen during impact.

400 ct. Bowl PS0200
800 ct. Box PS0201
Clamshell PS0111

SOFTSPIKES: CYCLONE
Cyclone is a multi-material cleat with an
advanced rotational design to counteract the
forces seen during impact. Cyclone also
features Softspikes patented Dynamic Cleat
Technology™ to provide the ultimate in traction
and durability.

400 ct. Bowl PS0204
800 ct. Box PS0205
Clamshell PS0080

SOFTSPIKES: TOUR FLEX
Softspikes introduces Tour Flex, combining 3
sets of flexible legs with 3 support pads for the
ultimate in traction and comfort. Features
6 dynamic and 3 static traction elements.
Slightly firmer feel and self adjusting traction.
Fast Twist only.

400 ct. Bowl PS0206
800 ct. Box PS0207
Clamshell PS0001
Softspikes newest golf cleat,
Silver Tornado features a
new insert system, Tour
Lock, which utilizes Cross
System Protection (CSP)
assuring that the only cleats
with CSP can be installed.

SOFTSPIKES PULSAR
PrideSports’ patented Fast-Twist Insert System,
the lightest weight cleat changing system in
golf, was designed to make cleat changing quick
and easy. A simple quarter turn of a cleat wrench
deadlocks cleats into place with a double click,
while a reverse quarter turn unlocks the cleats
for quick changing. A patented “positive stop”
lets golfers know when the cleat is fully installed.

400 ct. Bowl PS0208
800 ct. Box PS0209
Clamshell PS0004
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SOFTSPIKES PULSAR
PINS™ is the NEW Performance INsert System,
developed by Softspikes®. This revolutionary
new insert system will provide golfers with the
immediate feedback required to develop a more
consistent swing.

400 ct. Bowl PS0210
800 ct. Box PS0211
Clamshell PS0005

SOFTSPIKES
SILVER TORNADO
400 ct. Bowl PS0246
800 ct. Box PS0247
Clamshell PS0066

With the demand for a low
profile, "Fast Twist" type of
system, Softspikes
engineers have developed
and tested the latest cleat
and receptacle technology Tour Lock. Tour Lock
combines the the strength
and durability of Fast Twist
with the low profile
technology of PINS
providing the most durable
and reliable system in the
market.
The Silver Tornado cleats
are backward compatible
and will fit into any Fast
Twist, Tri-Lok, or Slim-Lok
shoe receptacle. Engineered
to maximize traction and
green friendliness.

BLACK WIDOW CLEATS

CLEATS | BLACK WIDOW®

BLACK WIDOW TOUR
Black Widow Tour golf cleats feature two comfort
settings, Tour-Comfort and Tour-Firm, allowing golfers to
select the comfort setting that best fits their game. The
Tour-Comfort setting provides maximum flex, ultimate
comfort and extreme traction. The Support Ring in this
setting is positioned under the cushioning towers. Black
Widow Tour cleats come pre-set to Tour-Comfort. Simply
install the cleat to achieve this setting.

400 ct. Bowl PS0202
800 ct. Box PS0203
Clamshell PS0002

BLACK WIDOW
The dynamic movement of DCT gives Black Widow™
exceptional grip, and allows the cleat to flex on putting surfaces
for unmatched green friendliness, while also providing best-inclass traction and comfort for golfers. During the past decade,
dozens of competitive plastic cleats have come and gone in the
industry, but none have come close to achieving the popularity
and success of Black Widow, both on a professional and an
amateur level.

400 ct. Bowl PS0212
800 ct. Box PS0213
Clamshell PS0003

BLACK WIDOW
The dynamic movement of DCT gives Black Widow™
exceptional grip, and allows the cleat to flex on putting
surfaces for unmatched green friendliness, while also
provides best-in-class traction and comfort for golfers.
During the past decade, no other company have come
close to achieving the popularity and success of Black
Widow, both on a professional and an amateur level.

400 ct. Bowl PS0214
800 ct. Box PS0215
Clamshell PS0112

SOFTSPIKES® | BLACK WIDOW® | CLEAT DISPLAYS
SOFTSPIKES CLEAT
CHANGING STATION

BLACK WIDOW
COUNTER SPINNER
DISPLAY

PS0094 Free with purchase of:

PS0234 Free with purchase 48 Pulsar clamshells.
PS0235 Free with purchase 48 Black Widow Tour clamshells.

84+ Stealth PINS clamshells
84+ Cyclone FT clamshells
84+ Pulsar PINS or FT clamshells
84+ Black Widow Tour FT clamshells
84+ Tour Flex FT clamshells
100+ Black Widow FT or PINS clamshells

BLACK WIDOW TOUR
ACRYLIC DISPLAY
PS0236 Free with purchase of 4 bulk boxes of
Black Widow Tour cleats.

BLACK WIDOW® ACCESSORIES
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